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                        SI. Introduction.

    The purpose of the present paper is to indicate an extension of
the method of Michell and Loveb and to investigate the nature of this

method and the problem eoneerned as well. The thiek plate problem

is £ar more diMeult, being rather cumbersome, than the thin plate
one and researehes in this problem, espeeially those by Micheli-Love's

method, may be said to be very few compared with essentiaily two
dimens!onal ones. Thick plate here diseusseci is supposed to be iso'tropic,

homogeneous, and of uni£orm thickness and thus the problem is much
simplified but the last two suppositio'ns would be indispensable in this

theory. The term "plate" means or admits eextain approximations,
the author thinks. I/f exactness is s'trietly rec,luired, though we are
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going to diseuss in. the seope of the theory of the first order, distinct

differences eould not be £ound.,bet,ween plate anct column. Hence,even
if solutions for moderately th.ick or'.thick plate are.not three-dimenslonal

in a strict sense and so contain some appz'oximaeions, it wo,uld be un-

reasonable and too severe' to say that approximations of this .klnd

included herein wou!d be unfavourable. When we observe the process
of ealculation to･obtain the solutions, Tegardless of the 1<inds into'which

they are class;!fied, by the use of the method of Micheli and Love, the

solutions seem to be aceurate ･at first ,sight because.o£ this method
being elegant and systematie. However, in fact, the solutions are ob-

tained i'n some approximations whieh may probably be ascribable to
the way of integration and in consequenee of which they can be clas-
sified into the two ldnd$ pf plane stress, namely plane stress and ge-

,neralized plane stress, and a particular solution, Additionally we are

obliged to impose some restrictions ,upon the manner in whieh the
boundary conditions are satisfied, i,e., we cannot ,but use the red.uced

or simplified bQundaxy conditions.and apply .Kirchhoff's theorerni) re-

garding the boundary conditions. In any way this method of Michell
and,Love may be said to be ingenious and exce!lent for solving the
thick plate problem, especially becaus,e of its easiness and plainness.

It is, however, regrettable that many authors say Michell-Love's method

is only ,suitable for or app]icable to the case whe,re thick pla.te is

stressed by a simply distri,buted load and taeitly assert this methQd

could not be employed･in the case o£ ge.nerally distributed load. Never-
theless, there is no theoretical reasQn why this method should be of
so limited application and the author presumes suMcient consideration

should be given to this £･act. The author has extended this method
pertaining to this respeet and the extension presented by him may
not be the 'be$t, but it may, serve the purpose adequately. The author

surmises that stress problem on the .basis of the thin plate theory is,

indeed, much s,implified but on the.other hand eertain mathematical
diMculties come to be involved, which are avoided in the thick plate

problem, p; obably beeause in the latter case all the equations of com-

patibility and equilibriurn are eonsidered. The uniqueness of, solutions

is guaranteed by the theory of. elastieity itself but in th,e former ease

the uniqueness i$ substituted for a mere mathematical one and. so the

thic}< plate problem is wo#th being investigated in more detail. {n the

case of thin plate it is comparative}y easy to solve the p, roblem of plate

under the variable normal load and, tal<ing the initiative, Navier, treated
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the case of a rectangular thin plate loaded with variable pressure.
S. D. ConteL') and others have recently discussed the problem concerned

with the above, referred to various coordinate systems. Woinowsky
and Krieger3> treated the thick plate problem starting with the equa-

tions of equilibrium expressed in terms of displacements and positional

coordinates and so dispensed with the eonditions of compatibility, but

they did not state in detail the manney in which the boundary con-
ditions are sufliced. We shall discuss their results and method at a

later date. At any rate their method is very suggestive. By the
way Eric Reissner and others have solved the so-called thick plate
problem using a method differing from those in common use, Then
method is very instructive but its order of accuracy seems to be not
so high, though the reason for it, being obvious, may not be stated

here. The treatment of the problem by this approaeh is not attempted
in this paper, The following treatment depends principally upon the
contents of the paragraphs ranging from g299 to ge311, i.e., Chap'ter

XXII, of the book by A. E. H. Love. The present author adopts nota-･

tlons as ma'ny as possible used in Love's bool< suitable and therefore
no detailed aecount of denotations which are in common use or referab}e

to this book will be given but, jf necessaxy, they wM be explained

without fail. Any historical statement about the researehes in the
thiek plate problem is omitted here, for the reader can find an aecount

in books and papers available near at hand. In the present paper only

particular solutions are dealt with and the description oE the manner

to satisfy the boundary conditions are left for the second report, In

Sec. II we record the results in･the book by Love and show the re-
lations between them and the solutions dedueed by H. Neuber reas-
sertaining the solutions by Love thus making it possible to utilize the

solutions by Neuber:'), whe'ther indirectly or not. In Sec. III we treat

the thick plate, on the upper surface of which the normal load is ap-

plied, loading function being plane-harmonie. In this case we are able

to follow direetly the method of Michell and Love without recourse to

the expansion of the loading £uhction. In Sec. IV we deal with the
ease where the loading function satisfies the equation of Helmholtz with

a view to making use of the results to obtain the partieular solutions

when the loading function is in one sense general. In Sec. V we treat

the case in which the load is tangential and the loading £unction is
the same as in See,IV. In Sec.VII we shall diseuss briefiy thecases
in which the normal loading function satisfies the equation of Helmholtz
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,referred to the cylindrical coordinates and the elliptic cy]inder coord-

inates respectively. In the following we sha]I always make the assump-

tion that no body forces are applied and only upper or lowez' surface
normal or tangential traetions exist and the plate is elastieally iso-

tropic, homogeneous, and of uniform thiekness as mentioned above,
We shall use the xeetilinear coordinates and cylinder coordinates and

let the plate be loeated horizontally, the origin be on the middle sur-

face, the z axis be drawn upwards, the thiekness 2h,

             gll. On the Plane Stress and Generalized
                           Plane Stress.

   'For later convenience the results obtained by Pro£. Love are quoted
here pertaining to the plane stress and gene]ralized plane stz'ess but

the process of calculation to get them are omitted, though it is of
importance as the preliminary in order to gain the particular solutions.

In the following we snall write down the solutions for plane stress in

the plate and here omit the solutions for plane stress state produeed

in a particular way sueh 'that 0i-B (eonse.) and let them belong to
generalized plane stress solutions.

        a. .. a?Zl,, ay=.ot'i!. , T.,v .,..n LumLa!-Zm., ...,..,.. ,,, ,,..,.. (2.Ia)

                                 axoy                      ax`             ay-
        Ti =7- Sl'. axclz =----at7]il,i(, Te =- SZ,o,dz=-a,i'diX.ll, s,-SiH T.,az= =-,il31yLL' ,

                            ･---･,,･.,･-.･,.･.,.....,,,...,,,...,,....... (2,lb)

        pa- =7- Xo--l-- 1:, z']ee, X" :'=L 2h-7-o- -31- -i-t.[v, hi'e,, ･t････ (2,lc)

in which ti is Poisson's ratio,

        Ni= N2 :=: O, Gi =' G,･ =- Hi=-Htl -- e, +･･･････-････-- (2.2a)

where

        N,=-ST..elz,N]=ST,xdz,Gi=S2axdZ) l (2.2b)

        GL,=Szocrdz, Hi=S･-zr,,yde, Ht=Szr･.yclz,J

        cri'.Ze == eo := o.+oy+a., V?eo =r O,

                           (cr;=oei,,.+D//',,). ･-････-･･(2･3)
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    The stress resultants AT and couples G, Ll .vanish in this case. e

and Z, are plane harmonic and plane bi-harmonic funetions respectively.

        T- (rglj... 'l+･-ili-- 8,I7) x", s-=.-- ,a,, (,a,'xn). +･-･･L･･-･･i (2. 4)

These are the normal stress and shearing stress resultant concerned

-with any eurve on the middle plane of the plate and Ft･denotes the
direetion of the outer normai to any curve in question drawn on the
middle plane, s the direction of the tangent to this curve, P the radius

of curvature of,this,curve.

    The displaeements are

        ,e = .tt- (,ft ,+ ---i--- pz'!･ -aoe.o )--l-i2･ 3----i '-/･-'//-!-; ,

                 '                                         '        v=IEi--(v+-･-i---tiz'!////･a-)-!bi'-"Z;'izVi"l.' .･･･(2.s)

                                                          '                                                   '       v.v-=L- --tY-ize,,(aeS =:: gyO =e',, -ea-/tl-=--aoV.-)e

    Exc}uding plane stress components, ,though er='B (cohst.) is eon-

sidered, generalized plane stress solutions are

                                                 '                                             't       ts}=za,, crL'tg)=o, cr?ts),=L-o ･-･･･-･･-i･･････････-･･････t･･･(2.6)

                                .t       ox=1:Z,--.ei+e,'II,1･o.-i-tt-L-ei+-//t.X-,.(-,', '

               oL'Xl
       Txgy == M'M oxDy, az=O, -･･ (2.'7a)

       rx:･='-i-(1l,s(hL'-rz'])g//'i',ryr==h2rmal-mh..)<htlm'z'])Oa(ui, ･ .

                     '            tt                                              '       ze=-E---i--[<i+;,)zg./m"+i.-<2-y)zts-Os.-i.], i .,.

                                               '       v==ilziii((i+y)zao7yl+-l;-(2-v)2ts0aei-], ' ･･･'(2,7b)

                                tt                                                  '                                                     '       zv=.]li)-.((i+v)Xl+(h2--2-i-,pzL')ei.], , ,.

                                   ,
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    .y.i=zx:-.2-"zi3e,,cr;x;::==-(-1.=.?.).e,, ･
             6(1 + v)                              (1 + p)
                                                  i .., (2.8)
    x: - J'S [ii'+-y3 xSe,alx+p,,cr;･R,io, crL}=yi･+ ,a,2,,,. ,.

    The results in (2.7) can be rewritten into the following form:

    o.r ==';- (LiE:li;.s.)V:zve+ aOi',, X', ay.i=-` (l"E,Z,})Lcei7"o+,-tlllriic･+X',

    rxv = JaLxaa'-z'tX', X' =i ci{ll .) zwe -T (iE- .,,)(htz -i-(2 -v)z3) t7:zv,,

                                                           (2. 9)
    ･zve - ]lli-[hL'tE)i+(1+p)Xi) ,f7be, = o, (t;'l= t:'I･p7'i) ,

    6)i =':= ('tTiF,>'cr:zvo, :tL･1r:'=- (i{li.) zvo+ ie-hi],ny, izv,,., (zv, ;=' zv/,..,)

    The stress resultants and stress eouples are:

        T,=T,=S,=S,=o, AT,=-D--{2-･cr:zv,,, lv,==-D...e-m:w,

                                 ax ay
        G,=:-L --D( aglleag,o + ,-Ogei;o )+ 8iFop DhLi 6/Ll, ri･zv,,

                 .. (2. 10)       : G.,.:= -D( 95ZyV,,`' +,p Oj:ge,,`i )+ 81+oU-- DhL' aai', cr;zv,,

                              '' t
       Hi := vEii･==D(i-v)Lg'ii-.Z-V-a-`i -- -8t±oliitDhL'-isivtily;TV7zvu,

in which we denote the fiexural rigidity of the plate by,D=:: g(t-lltLl?l`,),

''Now tit will'be useful ･to prove that ･the･re exists a･ complete eorre-

･spondenee between the'above stated solutions-and･those'which are
de･rived bY H. Neuber, This faet wiil on- the one' hand assure us tha-t

･the former solUtions are'accurate･to a eerta'in degree and on the other

hand indicate that we ean make･use'oE Netrber's･methed or solutions,

ifnecessary,incoixrseofcalculation. ･ L･ -'
    The expressions for stresses by Neuber are

       ff･ei//ryF,,-+-ili'ige..-+a(OaZ'-Qo-//!-93ipi3'),ete･l l

    `'Ty=i===,tfltig+a(a,Z'+a,48'),etc",)/ }-･･(2.ii)

"33
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       F=¢'o+xOeo+yOC),,+zcZl':s,f'L"QPe=t72<liii:::t7L'¢),,:=fir7qC};s:=:O, 1

        at-2(i--v). J
       '
    These formulae may be transformed into the following forms:

             o .1                                       o       o.=a-.(F'-at¢,)+O".(I7'-aop,,)+crOLrp,, >
                         ay'            ax'                                      az'

             "o        cr. := e'. (17'-alf,-aop,,)+ el, (R'-aq3-aopi).

            oy` az"
        o.= OL'. (.pTpaif,-a¢,,)+ a't"(F-ag,i-ag.i),

            ax"                              az"

        r,.= =-aL'.-(I'-a¢,i--aop,), r., == M'ra'].(I7"-atq,,-auat), }(2･12)

                                   axoz             oy?z

        t.y=-=a- (F--aqi-a(r,,),

            ox ay

where

        <pt,--ill;{/I-`,at.i :-=･ Z¢tr･a':i -- -ili/"i･ J

    The plane stress solutions by H. Neuber can be quoted.

        qp, -- --4-a:-,4,a---±--.-g'-] (z'i -g/iL' ･-x ZQ.Pi)+4Trf4--a opi+¢i･･'

        <"`=`'a(4`u.)'t-,dSi'("'nl==0･(I"3=.-(`,'-"2.a)zI'.<",l,i, (2'i3)

where --I--E-IJ2- la2L' ea'2xP,1 in his formula <p)e is omitted, because this and4.lra･(Pl

term are unnecessary to satisfy the condition a,:=O, T..==O, T..=O, and

may be contained in ip,1, but the latter term is left as it is for arrange-

ment Qr later convenience, The symbol d in the former term is the
thickness of the plate aeeording to Neuber's book. It will be easily

seen that in the plane stress problem there is no reason why thickness

should appear in the formulae, unless the mean is taken.

    Neuber's three-dimensional stress £unction F is

..d,,F=¢`i'Xa
aipx'l+4at E.2ziOg.ip;'+42.q"' ,. 1

        F-aq:3=¢(;+xO,cats1+42.opl=Pv+42.¢{ }(2･i4)
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       p'-aq7, =- Ii", + 4" .II2 zt u{t7]:? , p7?l7i = 2 :/"'.t,i' , and op ., o. S.

    From the above formulae it is evident that a., T.., and T,. are
identically zero. And hence the plane stresses are expressible in the

forms

            oLiF aL'F -eE'ZT
       ax= .rOgy= .JTxy= J            ay ax' OgeU ,..,.....<2.ls)
       fi = pi--aop, = F,+ a-N2 z] .P.i.ipLi .

                        4-a axL'

    Then, eonsidering the formulae by Love (2.1), the eorrespondenee
will be easily derived as follows:

                                 aL"dlb.1
       X,,=-.F,, e,=crLT,=crII7,,==2 . ,
                                 ax"
                                               ･･･,･･･-･ (2. 16)
       ;. == z,- 71.L LL. zteo :::: iiii

               2 1+v

   In the case of generalized plane st.ress the eorrespondenee can also

be established with ease. As Neuber's four fundamental harmonie

£unctions the following forms will be taken:
                                                         '       ne,=Bz//'x(`i"+A(z:3ajggI''-3zx-Ooaii'),a,,==-LczOe//i'･, '･

       d"2=e,<P':s=::D(zL'P-i"a'#"1.Zx...////.i.1),v;¢,i･=o (2'17)

    '          tt
    Let the formulae for a., T.., and T.. be obtained from these expres-

sions by the use of the representations (2.11), and be compared with
the formulae (2.7), then we can determine the eoef}ieients A, B, C, D,

when the relation et= aL'¢i' can be obtained.
                       ox"
                                            '                     t t tt       A rm riium2 ((ii-.2S), B-- -tT--(tttt ,), C-o, D --L4(;+ I,s, (2. is)

Therefore we may write

                                            '       a. :- agyF,, +-,aili]r,, (p-a¢b, a.- /rS,' + ,O,;'s-(P'-aop3)･

                                            ･ (2.19)
       T.gy== -a?li', Ii"=cao+z¢'f,. .
                                                  tt   By the way an arbitrary plane harmonic function caI)' to be inc-
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luded in the,expression for di, in formula (2.17) is left out, since this

may be involved in ¢i, of equations (2.13). Now we have

       k.:.ll,12,T/,i',,i'ie''-i;ii('///;?)xSeielx)2t6(kr.vl,,e]z:`･ (,.,,s

where we put e,= OLU"IL . Thenthe correspondence will be seen that

                 'Oxi., .

       e,.,--e,,.xi:J=zx;+-6-(21-il-)--ztie,=F, 1.

 ti-"'''''(2･21)'
    ,,.x;:------･･-E--YiLi3xSeide+-2-G･i-ti-']]'L's@'i･ j '

                 '    But this verifidation or eorrespondei?ce is not perfeet, for X( must

have an indeterminate plane harmonic function Fi as indicated in the
solutions (2.7), (2:8).' In orde,r to remove this defect we have to add

A'a.f}g to ¢,, A7' to ¢t.,, ih equations (2.17), where f is an arbitrary plane

harmonie function. In consequence X; acq.uires an addit･ional te,Tm A'

(1+2)f and so the･£ollowing' relatip,n is written:

          '    ' 'P'i/='== 2llitt.s ei+.A'(3-2y)f･ ;･････････-･･･-･･--････････-･･ (2.22)

    In the above description the forms for the sheartng stress T.,.,
T,. in (2.7) are used in the process of comparison but, if this is to be

avoided, a slight ehange in'verificatibn will be made as follows.

    We detdrmine the re]ations between the eoeMcients A, B, and D
so as to make the formulae ali, T.., and T,, gained from eq-uations (2.17)

satisfy the conditions a.=-O; T..=O, T,.=O at z==±h,

       D.. -B, A..- -B (1.=.Zv) .

            2h2 2hC                             3
                                                          '                                                       '    Hence, 2{3 (D+A)-,aA} the coefficient of zei in the expression for

                     and, if･･we put B= M--hL･ B' and e-i=ttB', in               ･-2Ba.orav,becOmeS h,,
                                       2(1+p)
which D,(=･ Ogggll`') corresponds to ei in the first proof, then all the other

proeesses of verification will be carried out in tthe same way as before.
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      SIU. Particular Solutions for the 'ff"hick Plate Stressed' by

           Normal Surface .Load, the Distribution Func¢ion
              of Which is a PEane Harmonic Function.

    We shall want to get particular solutions in the case where a vaL

riable ]oad whose loading fu,nction is plane-harmQnic is applied to the

upper surfaee of the thiel< plate. Before cominencing his study of this

problem, the present author doubted if the particular solutions in the

case of variable load could be obtained by the rp.ethod of Michell and

Love anct so in the first .place he investigated the case of harmo'nic

loading function. We shall take the rectilinear coordinates and let the

x- and y-axis lie on the middle pla. ne of the plate. It will be un-
neeessary to designate the fo:rm of the ed.ges of the plate for the

present purpose. The author feels sure that the ingenious method
of Love largely depends upon the assumption -{-a-"- = O at z=- th. In-

                                            ez
d6ea,'prof. L6ve states a certain nature of his meth6d in note 312c

of his book "on the theory of moderately thiel< plates". At any rate

the above assumption would indireetly eompel him to use a terln ･Q£
moderate thicl<ness, the author thinks. In his treat.ise in 1900 Michell

made some remarks about the order of aecuracy of his method and
assumed o. to be given or known. In the ease of the method of Love,

by v.irtue of the above assumption, we can determine the form of o.
explicitly. In fact it is impossible that the normal stresi ff. be given

or known beforehand in a,strict sepse. 7I]his part//cula,r ass.u,inptiQp,, of

course, leads to assumption with regard to the p,ature ,of ,thp ,stres.s

system. But this assumption regarding the derivative of ff, with respect

to z will be very reasonable copsidering t.he ･equations iof equilibrium

or f]rom the practical point of view. In other words, if the theory of
elastieity is consummate, it is very natural and rational that this de-

irivative vanishes, passing to the surface of the plate, ,By this assump-

,tion, ff. can be obtained comparatively easily and, onee a. .is known,

other stresses come to be deteymined iR succession leav.tng some plane

h,a, rmQpic funetions eontained in.them undeterminqd till the boundary
eondit;tons are considered. But it is to be regretted that this systematic

proeess eannot be eontinued, if vyTe take other eoordinate systems than

reetangular coordinates, though ,this defeqt ean ･be avQrted to some

extent.

    We write the fundamental equations to be employed as follows:
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the equations o£ equilibrium-

    ao. +-armrr.-y+ or..=o, Ta.y+ aa,. + aryg = o, Orx.+.L?-r-y-x.+ affx =o, (3.1)

    ax oy az ox                            ay                                 az                                         Ox fiy Sz
the eonditions of compatibility-

                                                      '    ffL)o.+1l.ggxe,,=::o, crL)6,+1l,ogye,.,---o, crL･a.+-i-i---7,ol-,/..,-: =o., ･･･ (3.2a)

    tiszd., + +-i/l-'-h//i{tlLy=o, cr2r..+il . ,a.Lg,=o, crL'T,.+-i/l -,- -,O-tYg-2 == o, (3.2b)

t/t

   'in･which e=o.+a,+ff., 7L'e==o, (crL' ==ew?+ 8;,) , ･-･･-･･････････････t･･･- (3,3)

and eaeh stress component satisfies the equation of the type VLf:=-r-O

(7"==cr2iPL'). Now we may put from the boundary eondition

       a..=-nf(x,y) at z==+h, ･･･-････i･･･--･･･････････････L･････････(3.4)

       cri'f(x,y)==O, nf(x,y) is the given, plane harmonic, loading

 . . . £unction. (pu=-eonst,)
Then ･the following may be taken:
"1'/1,,.,.,'[1'.==f(x,ll)[a.], ･'''t'･"･･'i･''･''･`'-'･i'-'''･T･･s･････ti-･-4･･･t･･i-(3,5)

                         'whenye .･... .. .                                    '
 1 'i,'.', '' [6r'l = 'zil/:hve,, (ZA-h)t'(Z'm2h) .'''''`'''''''LL''･-''･'････t･-･･････;･･-･･b･･.(3.6)

is the solution in the ease of uniform pressure pu, for the form (3.5)

may satisfy the equation stated above

       cr"o. == [a.]crS+2cr:f･ dali',, [ax]+f dali [az] := 0,(ffff(X, Y)･)

 '     /...                                     'and the boundary conditions

       .t,Z!:..-..Pof,(X.'tY)L..a`±Zh'rh;O"==O'atZ==--h'l (3.7)

    t /t t
 ･, Once a. is obtained, we shall be able to determine the form of e.
From the last of' eq-uations (3.2a) it follows that

    O,"",e, =-(1+v)(cr:+-iil7i,,.) o.. - -(1+v) 23hny-, of (x,y) ･･･-･･･-･･･････T･･ (3.8)

                                  '
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         e = - (14ii-P) pf(x, y) z3+g(x,y)z+ze,+e,,: :･････-･･･-･ (3,ga)

' ze,+e, in (3.9) can be omitted for the present purpose to obtain parti-
  :.sUldaerteSrOhUil:OendS'asTaking the condition cr!e==o into consideration, g(x,y)

                                                         '                                                                '      g(x,y):=3(14,,Y)PxSXf(x,y)de::=3-<-sl-h-,;.-U)p(xSXfax+ySYfay). (3.gb)

  For later convenienee we shall take the symmetrical, last form of
  (3.9b) hereafter, though the first form may suMce, in which it is sup-

  posed that S"falx and SVfcly are adjusted so as to be plane harmonic

  funetions. With this expression for g(x,y), e is written

       . e= -(1+v)-ff-z(zY- --32- (xSXfalxtySYfaly)] , ･･････-･･ (3, lo)

  where K =-3-t . Next we shall obtain the shear stress,components
            4hti
  T.,, T.N. by means of the last of the equations (3.1), the last two of the

  equations (3.2b) and the boundary conditions T..=r,.=O at z=±h. We

  have with the formula (3.6) ･
         -SrTs!+ a-'yr = -Lalifrr =T. -. Kf(x,y) (zL'-hL'), ･････-･･･-････i-･･ (3. Il)

                       az          ex ay
  and with fomnula (3.10) .

         crL･,.. = (i+1,) sal,-i-lbe--iv- = K(zlJF7.-･-li--SXf elx-- 5 xf ----l-- ySYf.elx) ,

         crL'Tyx = (1{vl;) ,//"ls, =K(z'lle.."`.i SYfcly.--i yf - -l3- xS"f,czx),

                      '                                                tt                                        of ef  in whieh f. and f, denote the deriVatiVeS ,ax , ay '

     Then we may get the integrals of the above differential equati.ons

  after some tedious calculations as follows:

         T.. = K'(zL'-hL')X, T,. :=: K(z"'mhL')Y, ･'･･'･t'-･''''''''''-'(3.13)

  in which X and .Y are

     x = A,j"Vfdx +Bxf+ er.+ DySXf.ax + E]ySYf.cliy + FzRf., ･･･-･･ (3. 14a)

     Y == A.tSVfcly+Btyf+C,f,+D,xSVf,,,aly+Etx S"f,de+liT,z3f,. (3.14b)
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The coefficients in these formulae are given by .

       A･= A' :::: - .-IL, B= B,= - -1-,c := c, = - -lti'L' ,' ,FT .. pv ,., LiL,

                  44                                             36
                                                     '                                                       '                       '       (D-E .. 1,b,-Et == t). .'.･･
            '
  ･Concerning the coefficients D,D', E, E', they may be taken to be
D== D':=o, E= E7'== Zl, , since the relation SXf,dn == -Svrf.ely may be util-

ized. The author expected Xand Y to be fuhctions of only x and y at

first, because the shearing stresses T.., T.. are supposed to vary aceording

to a parabolic law in the geneyalized plane stress solution and pay-

ticular solution in the case of uniform pressure, but it seemed impos-

sible to find such solutions and so he was led to add Fz'7. to X and

F'zlf. to Y: In the above calculation we made frequent use of the

       V,'i'(xf(x,y))=2.eef. :=･2f., <VZ;f(x,y):==O). "･･･i･･･-t･･･-,･,(3,ls)

                                    /   Next we shel11 determine the forms of d., o, and r.,,' Fx'om the

fundamental equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), we may write, u"sing the

formulae ff,, e, r.., and T,. obtained above,

       '11tli/lll,+.rmQ/i/111' IIII '!ii=-=-- IK.oi IX,IIFi-'?)X.)ll.l' i･i･･･-･･- (3･isa)

   ff`"'ax != agil,) //2.0 -T. Iik(zlfxts-nv:L(2f+xfx +ySgyfxvely)]'

                                      It. /   crL'a7=(iii.)a,O//,,.fiZ(2Yg.-g'(2f+y.f.+xSXf,,de)], (3,.isb)

   7L)..,=- tti-1-,)oaiHgy = tl:Iz (z[lfl., th tu:- (.f, + yf.)], ,

    'a.+d,=e--a.==--K3--[-z3(2+v)f+3z((-1-Ji-..")(xSXfax .

                 +ySVfely)+ hL'f],･+2hv]. (f(x,y)=- f) ･･- (3.Ise)

                     aL'Il                        ,., ....,...,,.-.･.,t:,･,,J...,･.i..･,.･:,･i･･(3.Ii.5d)   If' we put T.y-:=:-

                     axoy .
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F being a so-called stress £unetion, fnom (3.15a) a. and 6., are given
in the foilowing forms:

       a,e:==--2deSXxiclx+Oo"l,i,II.,-:l;z(2z']-ipL')f, '

                                                 --･ (3. 16)
       asy = -- 2imSYxay + -Zl'lxF-,., --ff- z(2z?--h?･)f,

in which

       Xi "= Xrm k-z?f., Z = Y- -}- zLf,.

    Aceordingly we get

    ax+o,,=- -2Kz (SXXielx+SgyIYicly)-cr:ili"- Z KIu(2zL'-h2)f. ･･- (3.17)

    Conceming the determination of F function it is regrettable that

the proeess of integration to be employed to determine the form of
F funetion is seemingly too complieated to be app}ied to this ease and

therefore we are compe]Ied to proceed by making a slight modification
in the method of Love. Through Eqs, (3.'15b), (3.16') the 'neeessary

equations are as £ollows:

       :72o. =: 5/r, I7-}ITT- 2Kt72(zSMX,cZx) - 5" cr]{z(2zLi -hL･)f]

          -. -i:l/4-{z:f,,.--g(2f+xf.+ySYf..ay)l, ･･･+･････i･･ (3.18a)

       cr-'a,, = L8; v2.l7i-2Kcr-' (zSVy}dy)-- .tg. ew2Iz(2z]-hL))fl

           =- :l:ill [z`lf',,--g-(2f+yf.,+xSXf,,,(Zm)l ･････-･･････ (3,lsb)

       crL'r.,= s.eS-e(-rr:ii?') = -K3-3--{z`tf',,,--32 (xf,)+ yf,,)l =･･･-- (3.isc)

    From Eq. (3.15b) and Eq. (3,18e) we have

       crtir:v?i ::'=- ,M.a,'1 (crL'17')= (il.s ,/L'/,y, ''''i'''''''''''''''s''':''''' (3'19)

thenweintegratetheequations(3.19) ' '
              o                 + IT'`(x,z) + .ll'L' (?y,z), ･-;-i････････i･･･-･････--･････ (3. 20)       t7L)171 ==: L
            (1 + v)

in whieh a funetion of z only is not contained foy an evident reason.
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Eq. (3,20) being substituted in Eq. (3.18a), for example, eaeh term in

li'b',,(y,z) containsf(x,y) function and therefore FL'(y,z) may be put equai

to zero. Lil<ewise, we may have F`(x,z)=O.
    But if it is needful to symmetrize the result of SXXialx in (3.16),

for example, with respeet to x･and y by adding a funetion of only 21,

I7'e.(y, z) will takes the form 2K-a-']itS, where g(y) should be determined

                             ay- ,
eautiously. And so we may write

                  P'2(y,z) :- 2.K2ug(ty)+a(z)y+b(z)

As is usual, a linear function of x and ?v, i.e,, the above type a,(z)y+

+b(z), may be taken to be zero, Hereafter a function of the type
2heg(y) shall be omi'tted, beeause it appears only in special case due

to the property of f(x,y), though the ealculation to be eontinued does

not become troublesome, even if we do not exelude it, Consequently
VL'li'(x,zl,z) may be seen to be equivalent to e.

   ･Now we may write from (3,20)

    crI)p+ e,?,{ =- Ie+-,-=- i#i [z･7-r#r.(xsxfd.+ysyfcly)] ... (3.21)

Then we equate the right-hand side of (3.17) to the right-hand side of

(3.15e), obtaining the expression £or crir'I7'.

    7'iR = 2Ke (SXx dx + SVx' dy) + g th (2zL) m- hL})f +

                                '    +-K3.r[1-zr}(2+v)f+3z1(il")(xiXfax+ySYfely)+hy]+2h:v]. (3.22)

Hence we have from (3.21), (3,22), using the expressions for Xi and X,

    F = (Lit6-o3)delf+ -il" Itc:v+ jkep) 112 ((v-2)xSXfde+(v-2)ySYfely)

        hfs
      -------Kl2V'+zE`(x,'u)+E2(x,y). ････････i･････････････････-･･･i･･ (3,23)

        3.
    Next we shall determine the forms of IIi(x,y) and EL'(x,y). Sub-

stitu'ting formula (3.23) in (3,22) and equati'ng the eoeMeients of the

similar temns wi'th respeet to the power of z on both sides o.f the

equation, we obtain ffIEi and rri'EL'. .

       rrrEi(x,2y)=Kr(C"-l-1)(xS'efax+ySYfaly>-hy], ･i･･i･-･･ (3.24a)
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       crt'E]](x,y)==Kgh,3f=.-il-f, ･･･-･-････････`･･･････-･･･････(3.24b)

Eqs, (3.24a), (3.24b) are integrated by 'the use o.f the following relations:

       cr2i(xV) =- 2f-F4of.･ (cr:)'f= 0)

       Yr(xSXxS:ZfelxL')=4xSfclx,Vir'(XYf)==2(JYfa･+Xf?/), (3,2s)

       7f(yxS"SYfdxdy)==..2(.,ii':fd.+yj'V･f,ly),

in whieh and throughout the following, S'e,'Yfax"vcZy" is always $upposed

"to be adjusted to satis£y the relation.

           Vf(SSfalx"icly")=O. (･m,nareintegers)

    We have
       Ei(.,y)...K[(?-i6-1.){.Snt.SXfa.v+2.ySxSgyfd.dy+yl"ySYfczyu}

             --{li'L' (xS"fclx+ySevfcly)], ･-･････--･･････t･････i･･(3.26a)

       .[iiL'(x,y) =i Lilirm(xSXfelx+yj'Yfay), -･･････････--b･･･････････i･ (3.26b)

in which the forms of integrals are symmetrized, So we find, £or
example,

       'Ee.(x,y)=iK(-(Yi6-l--)(--x'!f+･yll'+sxS"felx+3ySYfdy

                                                     '               +2.lfs'uf,a.)-7kr'.(-.f.+t?lf.--2f)],,
                                                      (3. 27)

       E-i. (x, ?i) = -g-(-xf. + ?vf. + 2f).

Then we have for a. from (3.16)

    a,. = K[-(-tttt3-) f,,zL' + -i2-- ((2my) hxf.+zlf.)N2(2 +v)f

      + 2htltT..,]z:' - 13 hftf,,,zL' + -iiltl- ((5v-- 3) xSXfelx + (3v+5) zJ SYfay

      H-(v-1)(--xV+?d"f+2xyS`Uf,,clx)-4hL(-xf.--2if+yf.)]z

      +-k2'(-xf,,+yL+2f)]. ･････････L-････････-･･････････'･･････(3,2s)
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   It can be shown that this expression for ff,, satisfies equation (3.18a).

And % are from (3.16),(3.26)

   ffy = K[(Vio3)f,,afu5 '+ -1-12- ((2 - v) (xL - ?tif.) - 2 (2 +･ v)f + 2hlf,,l zf''

      --g Pb'iL.zL]+ 116 ((5v+3)iySYfcly+(3v+5)xS?'alx+(v--1)×

     (x'Y-y?f+2x'uSYf.dy)--4h2(xf.-yf.-2f)lz+Z:'(xx,-yf.+2f)].

                           ･････-･･･-･+･`-･････---････ny･-･-`･････-･･･ (3. 29)

   Also this expression for a, may be shown to satisfy equation (3,18b).

For r., we have the expression.

    T.. = -K[(-"-ti3)Z,,z5 -f i2 ((2--v)(xf,,+y. f,)--2h'tf,.,,] zti -- -i3-Zii' fl,.,z']

     '
      - i6-- ( (1 - v) (x2 S"f, elx + y`t Sorf. aly + x SXf elx + ySYf cly + 2xyf

      + 4SVSgyfaxely)+4hL(xf,+yf,,)lz+--h6-1'-(xf,+?if.)]. ･ ･･･ (3.3o)

Forinula (3.30) can be proved to satisfy equation (3.18c).

   Next we shall want to determine the forms of diplaeemen'ts. Firs't

we･ write down the necessary fundamental equations.

       ･aoUx:=::-Ll->[a,,-v(a,+c.)], ･･･-･-･･･-･･-･-････s･-･-･-i･･r･･(3,31a)

                                  '
       -Oo'Vy- :'=:' ]Ei [oyT-v(",e+og)], ''''''''''''''i'''''''''''''''''' (3･31b)

       -tiltillV=:--El (a.-v(a,+rf,)], ･･-･-･･････････-･･,･-･･-･-･-･-･i･(3.31c)

       !t--t.rDU..,..ll...,, ,,.,....･････-･T･･････････--････-･i･･-･-･･(3,32a)

        ox sy pt
       leLt-' + .9.ep = .1 T,., i･''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'' (3･32b)

        ax az xl
       -{}t't-'+..P-V-=.+1..,,, ,......................i･-･･J-･･-･t･･--t･･(3.32e)

        ay e,or. Ii

in whieh A is the shear modulus.
    By Eqs, (3.5), (3.16), (3.31a) the displacement zt may be written as

follows :
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   zc ='= -Ll-) [2Kle(pSXS?'Ylelx aly - S"XIX ,clxt) + (S'CIT',,,ax- .1;i.)

     + {; (p･-1)z(2z']--hL')SXfelx--rl-l; v(z!}-3hL'z-2h:`),'Xfalxj.･･t (3.33)

Substituting the formulae for Xa,M, and F(x,y,z) indicated above in

this equation, we have for u/ '
   ze="nK'-[("±,-/-6-)o("=b'-)f,,zs+tttitt-1-)((p-2)(S`felx+xf+yS'f.cly)

                        '
     -di2h:'f,,]z';+<Y-Li--1-)h:v..zL'+-!1-6((1-pL')(3?JSiSVfaxay+(xt-y'])

     .s'vfel.+2.ysyfdy)l"(1-.)(3+.).a'a:.svfd..･!+4(.+ohL･(s'ttd.

     +xf+t?1.gVf.cly)lz+<1-6-II-Y-)hi`(-xf+3SMfdx---yS."f'pty)].･･･(3.34)

   In the same way we get the expression for v from (3.31b)

   v=-tt[2kl}e(pSeSYxlelxcly----S"Y'Szcilzl'!)+(S",pi..cly--.fi'r,)

     +-t{-i:-l(p-2)z'i+(2v+1)zh2--2;.h:;]S"faly], ･･･-,･･･.,...･,t..(3.3s)

                                       '   This reduces to the £orm

   v = -.KE7- [g--v--±---ll--8p nv-e// .f'. zs ･a- g-.v. //l),,((rj -- 2)(S?lfcly + yf+ .,['Vf,,l.)

     - 2hY.) z:i + (-' S!) h:if,,z" -y -1-IB-- ((1 - p:i) (3m SX Sef' elxdy + (y'] - xL')S Yfdy

     +2myS'rfclx)''+(1-v)(3+v)S"ySYfcly?+4(v+1)hL'(SYfcly-i-zf.f'

                 '
     +xSY,alx)) z + (1 6+ ") h3(-yf+3S7f'ely-x S'Zf,clx)], ･･ ･･ ･ (3. 36)

   The above solutions (3.34), (3.36) must, of eourse, satisfy equation

(3,32a), together with (3.30), which ean be proved after some ca].cu-
lation. By this pxoof it is also seen that solution .(3.30) and others are

   By (3.31c) the displacement zv is given the form
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    2v = -EK---[i2- (z･i-6h22:-8h:32)f+ V(21+2 ?) z4f-..t7 22 ×

      × (gltr.)(xs'rfel.+ysyfay)+hy)- 23) hts,f]+w(.,y), (3.37)

where Vff(x,y) is an integration eonstant, the funetion o£ only x and y.
Incidentally the relaeion tE)-a.,-a..+a,. is easily prove(l to be satisfied

by formulae (3,5), (3.10), (3.28), <3,29).

    In order to determine the form of M2'(x,y,) we shall use (3.32c)
or (3.32b). Substituting the expressions (3.37) and (3.36) i'n equation
(3,32c), we get the formula ofaW(X'!1) and integrate in with respect

                              sy
to of, proving that the net coefiicients of various powers of z are equal
                                      'to zero. Then we obtain the following result:

    w = ii; (gi. zF Tp-) hD (xS"fdix + y,["fely) u+m2(i3±.u)h;f + i:its(viiD.(x,'X.S"Y･al.･t

      + 2.,svsyfa.dy.,,iy, strfcl,!)] . -Ii; g.!.ri,g-) (. f" sv syfdeal,･t

                                       '
      -v2xuSXSVfelxaly-y,[(fr'fdyts+(yLi-xL･)SY'j'fd?vL']. ･･-･･･(3.3s)

   Instead of substituting Eq. (3.38) in Eq. (3.32b), we shall deduee

theexpression for 'Ml(x,y) from Eq, (3,32b) in the same way as above.

We have the following result:

    W - :;-((14+ V) hL･(xSMfd. +ySYfdy) + LZ7(1+ ,) h･f+ Lv(vfa 1) .

      . (.SX . SXfal,L} + 2.yStSbfel.ely +ySVySYfelyi)] + EK (Vi61--) ×

                                  '      .[yS"suStrfcl.2y+2xyS'eS'vfel.dy-.SCx')ssfa.:i+(.L･-y2)s(")sfel.L･].

                           ....;.........,.........,.････････････････ (3. 39)

    By virtue o£ the relation SXY'fcly2=- S<X'fcinLL whieh will hold as-

suredly, if integration constants of these integrations are disposed of

so that they are plane harmonic funetions, the faet that the result
(3.39) is identically equal to (3.38) will be readily observed, this, of

course, indieating the solution obtained to be correct, Symmetrizing

the form of W (x,y) obtained above, we may write
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    Iu(x,y):=--:£i-[g-EI-31"-i1)l(?y+1)(x?Sfdpu'i+y']Sfel:i12-x.Sfclx's+

                                 '
      .r.y,ffcly･i)+.sfel.dye+ysfd.tdy+4(p+l)xy,gfdrxaly

                                                 '      --(yiSfalx']+x]Sfay']))+-23-(1--tr)h-f+glt.p-)hL･(x,ffel.+zi.'fay)],

                        '                           --･..･..･-,･.........,....,........,......'(3.40)

    As a consequence the expression for tv is

    iv --= {;[V<V.±122)±lfzi--tt+2-Y)(hV+ E- (xSfdx+ySfcly)] zLi

                                                     '      -- -･-23-- (1 + v) h:if2+ Cl -+4 P-> h2 (xSfdx+ ySfaly) {- g (1+ .) h4f

      +("3r2J'D(2(y+i)(y2Sfaly]+x?Sfdng)--(2p+i>(･qifdy';+xSfelx's)

                         '
      +xS,fclxdye+:?ySfclm'icZy+4(p+1)xySfclxcly]]. -････････(3.41)

    And heJ7ewith we let the stress components r.., T,. be rewritten

into the following forms:

    r..=:K(h2-z'!)(t(Sfelx+xf+y,frlpty)+--t-1 (2hL'-z")f.) ･ (3･13a')

    T. =' K(hL'--z?)[-1 (Sfcly+yf+xSfclx) +-ei-(2h2-zi)f.),･･･ (3.1. 3b')

inwhich (K=tu43umhP,s)'

   Thus we have been able to get the partieular solutions for the
problem of thiek plate under the load with plane hai'monic dis'tribution

£unction and therefore, if the normal pressure is distributed aecording
to a given plane harmonic funetion, however complicated it may be,
its particular solutions can be had with ease. But it is to be noted

that without invest.igating cautiously the property of a given plane

harmonic function this funct.ion should not be substituted direetly in

the 'above final resu}ts, because in case where this given plane harmonic

is so simple,that in course of ealculation to obta.in the last results it

may va'n{.sh or we are forced to dispose particularly of integrations,

             :t             Xi ax, in order to symmetrize solutions or integrals, thisfor example,
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substitution would be erroneous., In this case we could not but caleu-

late from the beginning following the process as indicated above. At

any rate it may be said that owing to the simple and cpnvenient pro-

perty of plane harmonic funetion we eould manage to solve the dif-
Eerential equations, but it will be well-nigh impossible to solve the

equations in the case of arbitrary loading function following the same

manner as mentioned above without expanding this Ioading function
in series, though, needless to say, it is desirable to avoid expansion.

Further, it will be readily seen that in the case of pla'ne harmonic

loading function a. varies along the thickness aecording to the same
law as in the uuiform Ioad case, and further, stress and displaceme'nt

components have at most five or four powers of z terms, which is
similar to the solutions in the latter case. Though the solutions ob-

tained in the former ease certainly satisfy the equations of equilibrium

and ehe conditions of compatibility, they are not strietly correct because

o£ their loss o£ genera[ity, as stated above. Therefore they eannot
satisfy generally any arbitrary boundary conditions and yet, as a matter

of course, they can when the boundary conditions are constrained to

be given by the terms o£ 'the resultant forees and couples. It is to
the author's regret that he has been ob]iged ,to abridge much in de-
scribing the procedu.re to obtain the solutions.

     SIV Particular Solutions for the Thick Plate tmder Normal
           Surface Loal, the Distribution Function of Which
                  Satisfies the Equation of Helmholtz.

    In this seetion we shall undertake to get the partieular solutions

£or the case of a given variable load whose loading funetion is sueh that

        a.==--pv(x,y) at zr=:+h, -･-･････-･+･････--･････J････-･(4.Ia)

        crl'v+icL'v = O, (v(x,y)iv) ････`･･････`･･･J･･-･･･-･･････････J･･ (4.Ib)

in which p and k are given eonstants. We shall, from now on, eall
a function which satisfies the equation of Helmholtz a v-funet.lon. This

funetion is seemingly usable because of the simple equaeion (4.lb). .In

£act, each term of a double Fourier series expressed in the eartesian
coordinates may be a v-funetion and so the 'thick plate under an arbitrary

load will be led to be treated, 2f ,the double Fourier series associated

with the d.istr,ibution function of this load exists and the plate problem

£or the ca$e of v-loading function can be solved. Inthis section we only
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seleet the cartesian coordinates. Now we begin by obtaining the ex-

pression for the styess component a, using equation ,(4.lb). We proceed

according to the mode of attack as deseribed in 'the preceding section.

Fortheformofa.wemayput' ''.'
       ff. = pv(x,y.)w(z). t････････ny-･･-･･･-･･･-･････-･:･-･･･-･･････-･-･･･ (4.2)

    From the boundavy eonditions for a. those for tv (z) will be deduced

       ttv(z) =---1 at z=h, OZ"(Z)- =O at z=±h, ･･･ (4.3)
                               oz

       w(z)=;'O atz:=:--h.

And the following equa'tion must hold
                                                       '
         c7g(..) == p (tbv(z)c7fv -- 2 aL"g//S,?.). E7:v -+-v.-O`5t`,',(Z)l =:-:- o .

Then we obtain by means of equation (4.lb)

                                              '             tt                1       .-a-"ttV.Yig.i-h2k2.0i'tt,.1.Z`) +kit,,(,) .. o. .･-4･････-････J･･i･････････ (4,4)

    The.refore as the solution for the dj.fferent.ial equation we may

have

       zv(z)=Acoshkz+Bsinhkz+Czeoshkz+Dzsinhicz, (4,5)

in whieh the coeflieients are determined eonsi.derlng the boundary eon-

ditions (4.3) as follows:

    A= Al.", B =:- B76, C=C!S, D:--D!6 ,,

          -1sinhichhcoshich hsinhkh
    A=O-sinhich-hcoshkh hsinhich
           Okcoshkh eoshkh+khsinhich sinhbu+khcoshkh
           o kcosh kh cosh kh+kh sinh ich --sinh ich-ich cosh kh

      = ich<-cosh 2kh sinh kh + sinh kh) + 2ic?hL' eosh kh --s.inh ich sinh 2ich,

          coshkhsinhkhkcoshich hsinhich
          coshkh-sinhkh-iceoshkh hsinhkh    6 ==
          icsinhkh kcoshkh chshkh+khsinhkh sinhkh+khcoshkh

          -icsinhich kcoshkh co$hkh+businhich -sinhkh-khcoshkh

     = sinh L'2kh - 4leL'hL,.
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    B=--kh(cosh2khcoshkh+coshleh)-2k2hL's{.nhkh-coshkhsinh2ich,

    C == k (cosh kh sinh 2kh + 2kh cosh kh),

    D = k (sinh kh sinh 2kh --2kh sinh ich) .

    The expression for tv(z) may be redueed.to

    ZV(Z):='`(si.hz'2kiu4keh2)[H(khCOSh2kh+Sinh2kh)sinhk(z+h)

        -khsinhic(z-h)+2icehL'coshk(z-h>+k2[sinh2icheoshk(z+h)

        +2leheoshk(z-h)]]. ･･･-L････-･･･････-･･･････････････-･･･-･-･･(4.6)

    Thus ff. may be put into the followlng foz`m: '

       a.= Kv(x,y)La..], ･･L･････････L････-･･･-･-･t･iL･･･i･-4･････-･i･･-･ (4,7)

where

    [o.] = --(kh cosh 2klb g- s.inh 2lets)sinh le (z -t- h) -- foh si'nh k (z - h)

       +2icEhgeoshh(z--h)+kz(sinh2khcoshk(z"h)+2khcoshk(z-h)l,

                          ..............,.......,.........,,....-･.････ (4.8)

       K=p/(sinhL'2kh--4k:hL'). ･･･J･-･･･････････-･･`-････--･-･･-･-+(4,9)

                                                    '
    This expression, however, is not so slmple as in the case oE harmonic

loading function. '
    By the last equation of (3.2a) we have '
       -g'l',e,,,nv---(1+,)K,(.,y)(4k?[..]+-i[]br-/.iz]]. .....,...,..(4.Io)

Therefore e is given through integration

       e=-2(!+p)K(slnh2ichsinhic(z+h)+2khsinhic(z-h)}v(x,y)

                           '         +g(X,Y)+Ze,+e, -･･･-･････-･･･4･t･･-i-･･･････`･-....,........ (4,11)

in which

             crir'g(x,y)fo, cr;e,=cr?e,=o, cree=o.

From the form of O, g(x,y) is obviously taken to be zero and both ei

and e, are omitted hereafter, .
    In the next place we shall determine the stress eomponents T,. and

T... The necessary equations and conditions are
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       La.gtr-,!--".Q..r.or.z. ,... --adz- =- -Kv (x,y)-a7.[a.], ･･･-･･-･･ ･････ (4.12a)

                                   oz              ey        ax                     oz
       cr 2TRx = cil'lm'b e/"il-ic- ='n 2Kk (sinh 2ich cosh ls (z + h) +

                           l ov           +2khcoshk(z-h)Ia., ･･i･i･･･-･･･-･i･･-･･･-･･i････`(4.12b)

       VL'r,. = (･t/1¥1---.-) tf-O-,?tby-- = 2Kk (sinh 2kh cosh k(z + h)+

                           } av
           +2khCOShk(Z'h)J'T,'y", ''''L''''''''i'''L''''''''''''(4.12c)

       T,. z=':"' T.. ='i O a't z= ±h. ･･････-･････-･･･t･---･･--･･4･･-･･ (4.12d)

   Then the solutions for these shear stresses may be taken hs follows:

       T..:=i il,l O[aazJ aaxV , b･-･･････-･････････-･･J-･･-･･･････J-･･･ot(4,l3a)

             K a[a.] ov
       Tbx=" k･i' az--'Lgz ' ''''''-'''-''''i''''''='''''`'L'･･･-･･･-･ (4.13b)

   Solutions (4.13) evidently sat.isfy Eqs. (4,12a), (4.12b), (4.12c) by the

relation (4.lb) and the boundary conditions (4.12d) by virtue of the

property of zv(z), i.e., -aa= =o at z= ±h,
                     oz
And thereby it will be easily understood that the conditions (Oo//"T =

eo-r
zv" = O at z == ±h) could not be imposed besides the conditions (4.12d).

   Now we can determine the expressions foy a., a, and T., frpm the

following equations:

£rom Eqs, (3.1) ,        eaai: +-ig'iy'-y- == -8ix=' ==kti{l-; -iailt-i a2a[,g;] , ･･-････i････i･-･-･ (4.14a)

       ･aa-`iy- + aoOyy == =g-,r-qsc = -EreK-,- aoVu Oge[,a,=] .･･i･･+･･････-････････ (4. i4b)

from the conditions (3.2)

       p7L,.. =. ne1 a2e .,. 2Kzr aL'V , .....,........,...,..,..,....･ (4.Isa)

             (1+v)oxL' oxL'
       vL'ff. -d.i.as 9//8. -. 2Kz g,i'%, , -･･････････-･･･-･･-････-･-･--･ (4.!sb)
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              -1 .eL'tL=2Kz O'[V , ,.".".-,...,..,.,-.･-･･       yL'rxv :=-                                                      (4. 15e)
             (1+v)oxoy ?.xoy
in which
                                         '        Z = sinh 2kh sinh k (z+ h) +2kh si.nh ic (z-h), ･･･t･･･-････ (4.15d)

                                 '

       a.+o,==e-e.=-2(1+v)KZv(x,y)--K[a-.]v(x,y). (4.16)

    In the first plaee we put, in the same way as before,

       ..... - .O.C'-17' (.X.,..Y.., ,L). , .............................,..,..･..･･･････ (4. 17)

                ax oy

where Ii'(x,y,z) is ath]ree climentional complementary stress funetion.

Substitueing formula (4.17) in the equatlons (4.14) and integrat.ing the

equations 'thus obtained w.{th respect to x and y xespectively, we have

       a. = :"micK,, .v (x,y) eigtt.] + ://]tt,,., ..t･･･-････J･･･J-･･･-･･d･I･･-････ (4. Isa)

                                        '       a.= :'-nk4,-v(x,y).rO-L'o[,g.f] +.agge.i..･ (FT(.,y,,)=-pi) ..,...... (4.Isb)

Addingtheseequations,equation(4.16)iswritten ''

        r2fg----0-":a-[////]-v(x,y)+Milp=--Kv(x,y)[2(1+p)Z+[a.]l,･(4.Ig)

    Next we may take for .Z7"(x,y,z) from Eqs. (4,15e), (4.17)

       IT'(x,y,z)=.Tie+--,-+P'i(x,z)+17iL'(y,z) ･･i････-･･･････-･･･`--･･(4,20)

fr"or the sarne reason as in the preceding seetion I7'i(x,z) and Ii'L'(y,z) can

be disearded. In faet, for example, i£ we substitute the expression
(4.20) in Eq. (4.18a) a'nd the fromula ,thus obtained in Eq. (4.15a), we

get a2Ii'L' (.Y,Z). --o, therefore, pi(y,z) is a linear fnnction o£ y ancl so

      oy"
can be abandoned as usual.

    In consequence we have the equation

       V2F := V:F+ aO,g, R :=' -i 2,::::: 2KZv(x,･y). -････････-･rny･i･- (4.21)

Substituting the representation V:-'I' obtainable from Eq, (4.19) in Eq.

(4.21), aL'Il,I becomes

       az-
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            '        ag,F.. == Kv (x,y) [((2v-3) sinh 2kh +kh eosh 2khl sinh k (z+ h)

            --(4p-7)sinhk(z--h)-2k2hLcoshk(z-h)-kz×

      " ×{sinh2khcoshls(z+h)+2khcoshic(z--h)l].･･(4.22)

Then Eq, (4.22) eomes to be integrated as

       ff -= -5t,- v (x, y) [I(2v-l) sinh 2kh + kh cosh 2ichl sinh k (z -- h)

          + (4v- 3) kh sinh k (z -- h) -7- 2icLh`'i cosh k (z - h) - kz ×

          ×{sinh2kheoshk(z+h)+2kheoshk(z--h))l+zEi(x,y)+E2(x,y).

                           .......................................... (4.23)

    Ih order to determine the forms of E]'(x,y) and E7L'(x,y) we sub-

stitu'te this expression for .F'(x,y,z) i'n Eq.(4･.19) ancl get the equation

                  z!'?E`(x, y) + Y7EL'(x, y) =- O .

Thus E`(x,y) and E]2(x,y) are found to be plane harmonie functions but

in determining the fo.rms of Ei, E"' plane harmonic £uuction can be
excluded always. Hence we may write
       E'(x,y) = ,E7L'(x,yl = O. -･･t･nyI･････-- ･････････････t･････-････ (4.24)

   Finally we obtain the expressions for the stress eomponents a.,

a,, T.,, from Eqs. (4.18a), (4,18b) and (4.17), using £ormula (4.23), re-
spectively.

       a. =.: -i-t'K.,., .a-///-,-9,i]-v(x,y)+ /t!yl,7'-= {ll,, [(2v aS"b".. + ea.?",)sinh 2kh×

          ×sinhk(z+h)+(4L--Qa"[y"-E--+3-g-itk-)khsin.hk(z-h)

             t}         +1//ts"-,;.--[--icheosh2khsinhic(z+h)+2kghaeoshk(z-h)

         + kz(sinh2kheoshk(z+h)+2khcoshk(z-h))] . --･ (4.25)

This form of a. is easily eonfirmed to satisfy Eq. (4,15a).

    For o, we have

       oy =･:=･-- -:zK-/},.･-- oai,, [ff.]v(x, y) -f- -t--o-?-i-II-E-=-:Til.- [(2v as"-.V +-Oe!y?, ) sinh 2kh

         × sinh k(z +h>-i- (4v -SsE,!cl-i,+3 ,9Di'V, ) ich sinh le (z--h) + -iX'Vi ×
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         × {-kh cosh 2kh sinh ic(z+ h) + 2kLht'J eosh le (z-- h)

         +kz(sinh2kheoshk(z+h)+2khcoshk(z-h))l].･･t･･･(4.26)

This solution is readily seen to sa'tisfy Eq. (4.l5b). And T.,, is of the

following fomn:

       T,. =-T - aai'g} =:: r-icK- [[(2v -1) sinh 2kh+ kh eosh 2kh] sinh k(z l h)

         +(4v-3)khsinhk(z-h)-2h2hLcoshic(z-h)-hz×
         ×[sinh2kh･coshk(z+h)+2khcoshic(z-h)]]a//"g,y (4-･27)

    We･ ean verify that Eq. (4.15c) is satisfied by the formula (4,27)

and further Eq. (4.16), by Eqs. (4.25), (4.26). Herewith we z'ewrite the

formulae of T.. and rv.,

       Txx = ul'il'rm'Z"'t/"x'r, TorfJ= 'liLZ aaii , -'''''･-････t･--･･-････････ (4.2sa)

in Which

       Z==-leheosh2khcoshk(z+h)+2kLhL'sinhk(z-h)-ykhcoshk(z-h)

         +kzIsinh2khsinhk(z+h)+2khsinhk(z-h)], ･･･-･･(4.28b)

    Now we shall want to obtain the representations for displacements

by the use of Eqs. (3.31), (3.32) and the above solutions £or stress oom-
ponents, Through Eq. (3.31a) displacement u is given in the following

form :

       ggg- =b{o.-v (a.+a.)l - 5,,, -b z' ( :e., -v-t9i +kv(x,y))

          = =-(tt+---U) -kK.r-Z' ,aiY, , ･････････-････････-･-･･･････････････ (4･,2ga)

and so

       u ::-:=- T(iZ)±-g-) -Ii-iii,,- Z' -,O} , ･t････････････ny･･･i････r･-･･t･･･=････ny (4.2gb)

in whieh

       Z' == (2v-1) sinh 2kh slnh k (z + h) +kh eosh 2kh s.inh k(2--e h)

         -p (4v- 3) kh sinh k (z - h) -2kL'hi' eosh k (z -- h)

         - kz{sinh2khcoshk(z+h)+2lehcoshk(z--h)]. ･･････ (4.29e)
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    And in the same way we have for v by Eq, (3.31b)

           '        v- ;(i.-±Y-) f, z, gX . +･････････,･･i ････,･･･････-,････････ (4.3o)

We ean make eertain that Eq. (3,32a) is satisfied by Eqs. (4.27), (4.29a)

and (4.29b).

    From Eq. (3,31c) the form of 2v ean be obtained as follows:

        7.v = -(-l-fi--"-･)- -lil-- [-I2 (v ---1) sinh 2kh -kh eosh 2ich]eosh le (z + h)

          + (4v--- 3)kh cosh k (z --- h) + 2kL'hL' s.tnh k (z -h) +

          +kz{sinh2khsinhls(z+h)+2khsinhk(z-h))]v(x,y)+W(x,y).

                            ･･････=･･････････-･･･--････････-･････-････ (4, 31)

Substituted in Eq. (3.32c), the express{on £or 2v (4.31) yields e-!Y3(yX'Y) = O

and so we may take W(x,'y) eo be zero. Next instead of substituting
the formula (4.31) in Fq. (3.32b) we handle Eqs. (4,31), (3.32b) in thg

same manner as before and we obtain a--W(X'Y)==-O. Therefore we ean

                                       ox
certainly put the integration eonstant W(x,y) equal to zero.

   ･ va(x,y)=O, ･･･-･･i･-･････--･･-････-･--･･･････-･-･･-i･･-･･(4.32)

    Thus we have obtained the solutions foif the plate under, the pres-

sure with v-loading function, Compared with the case of plane harmonic

loading funetion, computation in this ease is relatively simple owing to

the properey of v-funetion and hyperbolic funetion of z. Fur'ther, for

the sake of simplification 'the author has he.reto£ore dealt with the

'thiek plate, to the upper sur£aee of which a given pressure is applied.
But, when the p]ate is stressed by the load applied to the lower sur-

face or both to the upper aud lower surface, furthez'moxe, solutions
for the lower surfaee case a' re needed and in o!'der to obtain these

solutions it seems unadvisable to employ the transformation of the
coordinates, namely the rotation of the coordinates, and we had better

change the sign of h, the thickness, in the solutions obtained above,

i. e., we can attain the object by the refieetion of the z axis. For the

solutions in the latter oase we have only to apply the prineiple of super-

position in the theory of the first order, upon whieh we depend in this

paper.
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    In the next place we shall write here the resultant forees and
couples for later convenience to satisfy the boundary conditions.

    IiXrom Eqs. (4.25), (4.26), (4.27) we get the Eollowing formulae:

       Ti = Sl'g,.clz == {l,l 2v(cosh 2ich-i) (sinh 2kh-2kh) -2o-2i-, (4.33 a)

                                                        '       T2---r:Sl'g,.az:=T--kKff2p'(cosh2kh--i)(sinh2kh-2leh) a,"iii,, (4.33b)

       Si:=-S,i.:=T-SIT,'f,elz:-:-t---k-Illl---2y(cosh2kh-1)(sinh2ich-2kh)6-SSi//,o.

                           ･････････････-･････････････-･･-･･-････････ (4, 33c)

Fyom eqUations (4.28) we obtain:

       Ni=SIT,.,ax=-=-k{--(sinhL2kh-4ic?hL')-?o-V.･=-iL-k,pa, ･-gts'-･, ･･･ (4.34a)

       Nl! = Shlr,f ."dei= Lk? O,",.''''''''''-L'''''''''''''''"`''''''''''''' (4･34b),

By Eq. (4･.27) the torsional couples Eli and･ jEl,i are

       Eli == -HL･ == Slz,-zr.,. dz =L' ll,, [-(2v+ 1)sinhg4kh+?vkh ×

                                                  o        × sinh 2ich (cosh 2kh -1) +4ic2h2 (1 -+-v+veosh 2ich)ltt[//lb-?;                                                       ･･- (4.35)

ByEq.(4.25)thebendingmomentGiis' '
  tt
       .Gi t Shlz,r xopZ == 'icK., [ kl.. 9,!y"., {2ykh sinh 2kh (eosh 2khr-1)

                                           '          + 4 (v-F1 -- (2-v)cosh 2kh) le?h2-2(v+1) sinh"2kh]

          + v(x, y)[4(1 -2 cosh 2kh)kL'hL'-- 2sinhL2kh]1 . ･･････ (4.36)

          '    The expression for G2 =Sl',z.a,clz is obtained froin Eq. (4.36) by

          ny ochanging-t/-ylf.intoLlili6,e' ''' '

  ･ Next we shall want to seek the solutions for the ease of tangential

sttrface load, though in the plate problem this case has been scareely

treated. It will be of some significance to endeavour to ob'tain the
solutions-for this ease.
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      gV Partic'tilar Soiutions for the Thick Plate under the

         Tangentiai Surface Load, Whose Loading Function
               Satisfies the Equation of Helmhoitz.

    We let the given tangential surface load or traction be decomposed

into the two eomponents in x- and y-direction and this x-eomponent be

denoted by Av(x,y), At first we treat the case in which only the
tangential load, whose loadi.ng function is Av(x,y), is applied to the

upper ･sur£aee of the plate. The $olutions for t･he ease where only the
y-eomponent tangential lead' is applied will be obtained by the use of

the transformation of the coordinates.

    Then the boundary conditions for the stress eomponent ff., T,., T.,,

at the upper and lower surfaee may be written as follows:

     '       o.. =O at z ::: ±h, ･-･-･b････i･･--･-･･-･s･･i･--･･･-=･ny-･･･ (5.Ia)

        a,a,: =-A. gg, at z=h, ･･･-･････--････.,..-.,..H..... (s.lb)

                                                      '       -O-tr =O at z=-h,. ..･･.･･.･,･---･}･`-,.......,.."..... (5.le)

        az

       T,.= O at z== ±h, ･-･･････--････-････-･-･･･････-･-･･････(5.2a)

       T..=-Av(x,y) at z=h, T..=r-Oatz=--h,･･-･･･(5.2b)

in which v(x,y) is a v-function, i,e., a function whieh sa'tisfies the

equation Vi'v+k?v=O. The condition (5.lb) inight be deduced fyom the

third equation of (3.1). Though Prof. Love did not refer to the tan-

gential load case, the author is convinced that the presumption re-
garding this eondition will be pertinent.

    Now we may put for o., as before,
                                           '
       o.=AaVw(z), (v(x,･y)Eiv),･i･･･-･･････････････-t････････(5.3)

              ax

where, needless to say, -Q-V is a v-function. Considering Eq. V'a.:=o,

                      ax
we get the same differential equation as Eq, (4.4) and hence the solui-

tion of the same type

                                              '       w(z)=Aicoshkz+B'sinhkz+C'zcoshkz+D'zsinhkz. (5.4)
                                                        'By the eonditions derived from (5.1) the eoefficients in this equation

are determined in the fo!lowing forms:
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       A' := 2h sinh kh (sinh kh csoh kh -kh)1B' ,

       B' =: 2h cosh kh (sinh kh cosh kh +kh)IB',

       C' = -sinh kh (sinh 2kh+2kh) 1 tS',

       D'= -coshkh(sinh2kh-2kh)!i)', and
        (7' r=- sinh2 2kh --4kehU''..

Finally we have for c,,.

       ff.. = A OV- ?.v(z) =K.aVn[a.]', --･･..,,.,.....,....,

                         Ox              ox
in which

･･-･-･･-･ (5.5)

...･･････i･･ (5.6a)

       K i=: A/(sinhU2kh--4icLhL)), ･･-t･･-･･･････････i･･･････････････+-･'･･ (5,6b)

       [o.]'=-sinh2kh-(h--z)sinhk(z--h)+2kh(z+h)sinhk(z---h).

                          .......,.........,.....･...･-･..,L`-･.-･-L･,･ (5.6e)

    Tlaerewi.th we can get the form of e, integrating the third equa-
tion of (3.2a) with respeet to z, considering the relation rr!a :.:=n.- O.

       e=-2(1+v) f g.V [sinh2khcoshk(z+h)-2kheoshk(z-h)].

                          ･･---･---'"-･"-"'"'"'''H''"'"'M-- (5.7)

   Next we shall determine the forms of shear stresses r.. and T,..

by means o£ conditions (5.2) and of the £ollowing equations:
                                        '                                                   '  '' '.ir..+-aryx=.-aff=.,,ulKaV O [rt..]1,..,･,,..s･･.･･･-+i･･(5.8a)

        ax ay az oxaz
       ff2r.,-(-ilmlJJ ,-Oi'gth =T- -2K O,"}V.. H, (s.sb)

       ff2T,, =L- tiil- J)- i/f2g-,Iy == -2Ks-a.!geH, (s. se)

in which H -um- sinh 2ich sinh k (z+h)-2kh sinh (kz-h).

    By inspection we may put for the shear stress eomponents:

       7,N=IIII,l/.-agv.-[,-lsal,-[a,lt-kA..a,`'iv..r(z),･ ･(s.g,)

       T,. r= Kle, -g[/1'Va-bi -& [a,]'+ :,i- eg!o"y 7" (z), ･ (5.9b)

where r(z) is determined so as to satisfy the equation V"' (v (x,･y) ･7' (z)) = e,

n,amely -eL't'(.-Z) --ke;"(z)=o, and the condit,lons T(z')=J-1 atz==h; ?"(z)==O at

         sz-
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z== -h, Also it will be readily shown that the solutions obtained above

suflice the required equationsla'nd boundaxy eonditions. 7"(z) has the

          '
       ?' <Z) = 'g-,;s'h12kh- ' sinh k (z + h) e ･'･････････････t･･････-i･t±･･-･-･ (s.g c)

    Now we shall solve the follewing equations:

    S,Su +-a,-Sit--v- -T--:- --9///titi ==: Ji)i'-Kr,---- -gi'i}V, i,-[,g.,x]'--+ es -Q-/-,':-(->- g}", , ･-i (s.ioa)

   --//'//-y-+-{ll';,'- ===- O,Z2=' =- =-,K,L,-- si-,Viv- -9tW-/Y,]I -- -tt-b ttgiZ)- sZ'://-,･ (5･iOb)

          -1 oge -2K D:'}v    ffL)a:u=" "-""L=nv-                             J7'(z), -･････････J･-････L･･r･-････ (5.11.a)
         (1+li) ox?                      k                          OXti,

    FL'ay :::;. /L-i-lil･--l-il-)- -illllil-6.'. :::: =2k-K t/S5//[, p'(z), ･･････-･･-････････････T;-･J (s.nb)

    cr2Txyir' citirlJ,s n,'///E-,I ='=" =rZ' K",'.all/',"y' fi"(z), ''''"･･t･･･････-･･-･････ (s.iie)

                               '
   a..+a, = e--apt -･-･･t ･･････- ･･･ ･･･-･･ny･ ･･- ･･･ ････ ････ ････ (5,12)

in which

         P(z)=sinh2khcoshk(z+h)-2kheoshic(z--h).

    We put the same manne.r as above

    rxy=nvaei'i,l:ou, ("P"=-i7i(x,y,z)),t-･･t-･･････-･･-･･-･･-･･･t-i･･(s.i3)

  Then fxom Eqs. (5.10) we may write

       'a･v= i:h-E･li-,J- aaV. e2[,O;,]" +-2-.i OgY)- S'Llli']i9rde---e,-if"-riiii,･･L--･j-･ (s.i4.a)

       a..-:z't,K-,--llvG.--o2S,g;,=]'----:,l--a//･i-z-)gv7.+egg,.. ････.,......(s.i4b)

    Next we have for P"(x,2i,z) in the same way as in the preceding:

               I'(x,y,z) ==-r- (-ievs + pi(y, z)-p F-i(x,z) .

Substituting Eq. (5.14a) in Eq. (5.11a), and Eq. (5,14b) in Eq. (5.11b),
we may find that -O-14-J-J- and 02g4,L' are equal to zevo. Aeeordingly we

                 ay-                          ax"
ean put I"(y,z) and P2(x,z) equal to zeiro rffor the same reason as before.

There£ore we have                  '
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       crL'p(x,y,z) = V¥P'(x,y,z)+ eOiiE(x,?v,z)'==f//. ''''''''' (5･15)

                                                           '
   Adding Eqs. (5.14a) and (5.14b) and using Eqs. (5.12), (5.15), we may

arrive at the following iresult:

                                       '
      ' F(x,y,z)= -kK,, OaV. I2(v--1)sinh2k;heoshic(z+h)-y-lssinh2lsh×

         ×(h---z)sinhk(z+h)+4(1--v)khcoshk(z---h)+2icL'h(z--h)×

         × sinh k(z---h)] -F- i!i P-//-l-g->- (S'Vgeu-Y,. clm･-･- -Oall )+zEA(x,zi) +EL'(x,zi).

                          .....................,･..･･f･.J････-･-････ (5.16)

Substituting the £ormula (5.16) in the z'elat:/on obtainable from Eqs.
(5.1.4) ahd (5.12), we have

                  cr?.ll7`(x,y) = rr:iEJL'(x,y) :- O.

and in this case we eaR also put E`(x,y) and E2(x,?v) equal to zero.

   Then jF'(x,tlf,z) thus determined yields the expressions for ff., a,

and r., through Eqs. (5.14a), (5.i4b) and (5,13) respectively.

   a,, l- ZkK--- aoV. (-2sinh 2kh･coshk(z+h)+ksinh2kh･(h-z)×

      ×sinhk(z+h)+4kheoshic(z-h)+2kUh(z+h)sinhk(z-h)]+

     t-:--i-}---.eS{ZVy,{2(v-1)sinh2kheoshk(z+h)+ksinh2leh･(h-z)sinhk(z+h)

      +4(1-p)khcoshk(z---h)+2k2h(z+h)sinhk(z-h)]+[k2,Ae2el(i--3-)o/`"isVzf,.

                          ,.................,.,,･.･･-･･.･･･････L････ (5.17a)

    a. r:-i-- =k-K -ea.V-I-2 sinh 2kh eosh k (z+ h) +k sinh 2kh ×

      ×(h-z)sinhk(z+h)+4khcoshls(z-h)+2kL'h(z+h)sinhk(z-h)l--

       t-R-}//K,--ea`'tse,,[2(v--i)sinh2khcoshk(z+h)+ksinh2kh･(h-z)sinhk(z+h)

      --4(･1uum.)foh,,,hk(,--h)+2h?h(z-1-h)sinhk(z--h)l+.IZe):Q-//EZ)s2://?o,,,.

    ･ ".,.".".".,.."..,.."-t･.,･-･-･-･･ (5.17b)
    Tx?i = {;,, s//1'Vbtt[2 (y "---1) sinh 2kh, eosh k (z-F h)+

      + k sinh 2kh- (h - z) sinh k (z + h) -1- 4(1. - }J)kh cosb k (z - h) -I-
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      +2ic']h(z-,-h)stnhk(z---h)l+-fli, tbgil>(btt,illVi,-L･-//lltll,-). ･･･ (s.17e)

   It w"1 be eas,ily verified that £ormulae (5.17) satis£y equatlons

(5.11) and also the £ormulae (5.17a) and (5.17b) are subject to the con-
dj-tion (5.12). I[]"urther, if we substitute the formulae (5.17)in Eq.(5.10),

though it is unneeessary, it wil] be seen that Eqs. (5.10) are satlsfied.

; Here we rewirj.te foxmulae (5.9) into the forms

' r,xx:"::-tt-{--aalV,,IL---#-,-Sitt-:.}.kh-g//thJh)--Oo--l"i･ti--.,-,･i･･･t････T･-･･･-･(s.ga)'

          '                                                 '       r?,. '=':' '1{;,-l ,//]Igiji"i' -t;I, "S''i-i,?:.//kfi(S,',h)- bZ",V･-L,ij･ '''''''''･'･･''''" (5eg'b)'

       1' :=: -- sinh 2lsh sinh R] (z + h)--i- k s.inh 2kh -(h -- z) cosh R; (z + h) +

         -y 2kh sinh k (z-- h) +2kah (z+h) cosh k (2 ----h). ･････････ (5.9e)'

    Now we can obtain the solutions foir displacements ze, v and zv.

From Eq. (3.31a) we have foru ' '
                                                      '                                   '       u :r-: Q-tF--2) [ :,, [-2(1 -----y)sinh 2tsh eosh le (z+ h･) +ksi'nh 2kh ×

          ×(h----z)s,inhic(z-{-h)-l--4(1--p)lehcoshls(z--h)+
         +2kth(z+h)sinhk;(z-h)]gi"-.V,i-- 2kA.,' e--?tl-C,-Z･->･ -3/'"i], ･･･ (s.Isa)

and £or v 'Erom Eq. (3.31b)

       v =L- C.1.t.1.-m"..). [Ltts. {-2 (1-v) sinh2ichcosh k<z+k,)+

         +ksinh2kh･(h-z)sinhic(z+h)+4(1-v)khcoshk(z--h)+
         +2kL'h(Z+h)Siiihk(Z-h)la///',"y+2kA.i' a7a'(,Z) 'i:.tthVI]' ' (5'18b)

It will be confirmed that the formulae (5.18) satisfy Eq. (3.32a).

    By 'the use of Eq. (3.31c) the displacement zv is express,ible in the

       zv :=: (lbm") lll, -ae-Vx llksinh2kh･(h-z) eoshk(2+h)'+

         +(1-2v)sinh2heh･sinhk(z+h)+2leah･(z--h)eoshk(z-h)-t-

         + 2(2p-1) ich sinh k(z--h)] + iV(x,y). ,･-･･-･･-･･････-L･J (5.19)

Substituting the formula of zv (5.19) in Eqs, (3.32c) and (3,32b), we obtain

the results
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                  eLFVI(x.i.ieL). =･ o,                                 -o-ur...(rptlU-). .- o.

                     Oy                                    ax

Therefore we may take for VV(x,y)

        W(x,y) =- e. ･･li･･-･･･-･･-･･････i･-･･･i･･･-･･-=･----･･･････r=･･････ (5.19)'

    In the next place we shall want to obtain the solutions for the
case where only the tangential, upper surface Ioad exists, whieh has

no component in the x-direction and the loading function of whieh is
A'v'<x,y), by utilizing the transformation of the coordinates as already

stated. That is to say, we shall obtain immediately the results to be

sought from the solutions mentioned above by the rotation o£ the eo-
ordinate system heretofore employed about the axis passing through

the origin vertieally by the angle ----n- radian, namely ehange of the
                                   2
independent variables x, y into x', y', which are subjeet to the relations

x=y' and y= --x'. Then the necessary transformation relation between

quantities and operators referred to the (x,y) coordinate system and
the (x',y') system will be as foilows:

         oo ･e o        'olb'-b'2)]' Lo-･D-- -ax''

        ap:, '--:(;!t! Ov,=0x, Or'=Ov ･'tr'''-'"''''' (5.20)

        Txt.vt=-r.xllr r.o;i=, =-Tb:,r Ty,z, = 1'=xe

        zet=-v, vt=ze, zvt=zv,

    Henee we ean irrimediately write down the z'equired .vesults from
the solutions obtained above by vireue of the relation (5.20), effacing

the symbols of "dash" in the solutions expressed in the (x', y') coordinate

system and noticing thae

        Av<x,y) = Av(y', -x') == Av'(x',y'), -> A!v'(x,y),

        {;'i'v'(x,y)+lb!J'v'(x,y) :=- O,
                                                     ･･･ (5.21)
        K' ==' A'/ sinh22k'h-4k'L'hL'.

    For the stress components in this case from formulae (5.6), (5.17)

and (5.9) we have the following forms:

        ..=K,aV'[ff.]it, (v,fvt(x,y)),･･i･-･･･････i･･--･･･････(5.22a)

               au

in which
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       [o.]" = sinh 2k'h (h -z) sinh le' (z + h) g- 2k'h (z -l- h) sinh k'(z -- h) ,

       a,, -' -:-:kl-/t-' -t-{-Yy-1)Ei'- -:Iil,1,-- -a-,iii-,,,-I' -F -2k-e-,;(--tt/l?l'li'i-Z--),i,t`,"i,,, tt･ (s.22b)

       ., ,.. .....:.5.-' -.//vtt.1. Eii-- i:l,l, b-aulI/.,,.if,- ?reA..,.i(. LDI,iz) sa..2/"g.,., ･,･･･= (s.22 e)

in the latter two formulae

                                             '   H'=--2sinh2k'hcoshic'(z+h)A-k'sinh2k'h･(h-2)sinhk'(z+h)+

     +4k'hcoshk'(z--h)+2k'!h(2-t-h)s.inhk'(z-h), '

   I' =-= 2 (v - 1) sinh 2ic'h eosh ic' (z + h) -F ic' sinh 2k'h･(h - z) sinh ic' (z -- h) +

     + 4 (1 -- v) tc'h cosh k' (z -- h) + 2le'L'h (z + h) sinh k' (z -- h),

                         sinh k' (z -L- h)
                   7' (Z) J= "-ttnh 2k'h-- '

                      At                             aL'vt            Ki oPvt                         T'(-z)･----, ･････-････････L･-･･････････<5.23a)       r,xz= J--                      khl            k'"' exey                             ex oy
       ... ,..- £l,,' Og'Vt//,. ,f +.ii.ile.tLfi.Ii,lr'(z) ,02Zli , ･T･･-t･･i･r-･･--････-･-････ g5,23b)

       ,1 --, -- sinh 2ic'h sinh k' (z+ h) + k' sinh 2k'h (h----z)eosh ic'(z-t- h)+

         + 2h'h sinh le'(z -- h) +2le'2h(z-I h) cosh ic' (z----h) ,

       rxyJ=･ill,lf-,,e.IiV,'.i'-,-i:;1--e25'£Z)(!il/'//'ij,,---D,-il'.･U--･,l,-). (s,23c)

   From the formulae (5.18) and (5.19) the component$, of displace-
ment are expressible in the following forms:

       u = (1 +Ev)[ kK,,l J,b/r.v.,ly+2.mu2.fi1. ar5iz) o/r'vsC..], ････--,･･,;-･･- (s. 24a)

       , .,.. Llt"yv.).[.:I"il,,lt7//7.;;lll. -2Lt2.l.I..-ar,'iz) //1'.v'] .･L,.....,..,.. (s.24b)

and
                                           '       t. ,.-. .(..1.. I..Ii,!'l..v.-). .-Kiclll.;. .I.IS.V'- [kt sinh 2kth･(h ---z) cosh kt(z+ h)--F

         + (1 - 2p) s:mh 2k'h sinh R;'(z + h) + 2k'2h (z + h) cosh k' (z - h) -l-

         +2<2v--1)k'hsinhk'(z--h)]. -･･ ･ (5.24e)

    The author would add that the boundary condtion -e-!1-at =::e at z=±h

                        ' az
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is more reasonable, someone may think, but this eondition would result

in non-existenee oE the stress component a. and, furthemnore, it wou].d

seem impossible to obtain the solntions for shear stress components
r.. and r,,. foJr example. A discussion of why :,t seems impossible is

omitted here and, if the reader would ealculate, the point could be
easily understood. The boundary condition (5,lb) was inferred from
the equation of eq.uilibr,{um, eonsidering the stress state in the vicinity

of the upper suir£ace and this seems to the author quite rati.onal. In
addition, to consider t'he condi.tion in .regard to the derivatives of shear

stress components T.. and T,,. with respeet to z.will be unadvisable,

the author thinl<S.

   It will be needless to say that the solut,{ons £or the case of tangentJia,1

load applied to the lower surface may be determined i'n the same
manner as described above in Sec. IV. In these tangential load cases
the functlon 0iz･+e,, to be added to e has -been omitted for the suMei-

ent reason whieh was partly described above. Though the solutions
ifor the ease in which the distribution function of a given tangential

load is p]ane-harmonic ought to be sought, we let them be left not
obtained in this paper, because sueh does not seem to impaiz' the dis-

cussion that follows.

      $VI. On the Particular Solutions for the Thick Plate
      !.)
          under a Given and Generally Distributed Load.

    Having been re£erred to the reetilinear coordinate system, the re-
sults obtained in Sec. IV or V are convenient to satisfy the boundary

conditions for a rectangular thicl< plate, Therefore as the first step

we deal with the rectangular plate, We take the coordinate system
(x,y,z) su6h that the edges of the plate are given by x=2a,O and
y==- 2b, O. Now a g.tven, general loading function is assumed to be ex-

pansionalbe in a duble FourieJr series and hence this £unetion ,l7i(x,y)
may be put as follows:

                oo )o       )l"(x,zf) ='=7 .II.li..l, ]I,i!=,A.. sin 72"'.rr x s.tn -iiil- y, ･ny･････････････-t･･-･ (6.1)

in which

       Am,t= .lb Si'"Si'l7"(m,y)sin 'S.rr xsin :i yelxely '''''''''-'' (6･2)

   Then each term in this series, for example, has the property
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similar to that of pv(ac,iy) in the foregeing. I£ we rewrite this term

                                                  'A.. sin Mr xsin -7-b-(-y into the form '

                2b ･        2a

        pa7nnSilla"bXSi.nBnY='LpumnVmn(X,Y), ''''''''''''''-'-'''''''''+(6.3)

in which q.,=-72narr
 , i3.=-iiisq, p.,.==A.,., and observe that this partial

loading function p.mv(x,y) satisfies the equation Fif+k:),.f= e, in which

k;1,,,=d.",+B2,, the above similarity becomes more apparen.t.

    Therefore it follows that in order to obtain particular solutions for

the ease of a general loading functio'n, be it either normal or 'Langential,

we merely have to take solutions corresponding to temns in such series

as in (6.1) from the results in Secs.IV aiid V and-superpose them. Of

course, thei'e are various ways in whieh general loading funetion is
expanded into a double Fourier series, bu't that ind,ieated in (6.1) seems

most convenient. Next we must treat the plate with other forms of
the bounding eurve, whieh is subjeeted to a general Ioad. .The circurn-

stanee is not so simple and ye't it seems to be essent.tal to expand the

general loading function into seri･es in such a manner that each term

is a.v-function as s'tated above. Needless to say, th.is v-£unetion is to
be represented in the cylinder coordinates so as to be useful in satis-

fying the boundary conditions. As is well known, £or aeircular plate
to be treated in the cylindrical eoordinates the Fourier-Bessel expansion

serves the purpose. In the next seetion we shall discuss some detailed

treatment of plates with other forms of the bounding curve than
rectangular.

    scVII. Particular Solutions for Circular and Elliptical Thick･

       Plates under the Normai Surface Load, Whose Loading

            Function Satisfies the Equation of Helmholtx.

    As mentioned above, it i$ advantageous to take such a coordinate
system as can be utilized to express the boundary eond:,.ti..ons in terms

of £unctions of only one coordinate or variable. As regards the thin
p]ate theory whieh is based upon the well-known equation D7iw:=

--
p(x,y) it may be said that severe di.Mculties are not eneountered

even in the case of general normal load. Solutions for the reetangular

thin plate under variable pressure are due to Navier and those £or
thin circular and elliptic plate were obtained by Jen and Perry re-

f
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speetively. Circular plate with eeeentric hole under arbit)rary load was

treated by S. D. ConteL". But it seems very dlflieult to follow the
process of calcu]ation similar to theirs, as is easily inferred from the

fact that in the thick plate problem calculational ditheulties to be sur-

mounted in satisfying the equations and eonditions may be far greater

and so in the case of thick plate it will be useless to seek some in-

genious method sueh as available in eh.e thin plate problem. At any

rate, if' we begin by determining the stress eompo'nent if. following

the assumption laid down by Love, we could not but utilize the v-
functions already stated, i.e., we shall have to expand a given loading

funetion in series, tez'ms oSr which are v-fu'netions, The equation of

Helmholtz, which v-funet'ion is to satisfy, :ts familiar in applied mathe-'

matics and henee the expansion for loading functlon in terms of this

function may not be said to be unadvisable. Yet it is regrettable that,

if we eake other eoordinates than the reetangular cartesian coordinates,

it seems well-nigh impossible to proceed. from the start, employing the

method of Michell and Love ow.ing to 'th.e eomplication of 'the .forms of

equations of eompatibility represented in these coordinates.

    Further, some difficulties are encountered, if we attempt to expand

a given loading .function in terms of v-funetions represented in coordi-

nate systems, exeept for a few ones, which are suitable fo.r satisfying

the bounda.ry condibons, beeause in tliese cases mathematical propent.ies

of the functions whieh are generated by putting the v-functions in the

product forms using the methoct o£ the separation of variab}es are not

well investigated and numerical tabula'tions of these funetions a℃e in
general not available. But it may be evident that there exists no other

way than to have recourse to the v-function, iE we employ the method

of Love, and therefore we are forced to proceed to get over the dif-

ficulties or to make some approximations.

    Now we shall undertake to state the derivation of the particuiar

solutions for circular plate. As mentioned be£ore, in this case it is
inconvenient eo follow the methoct of Miehell and Love without making

some alteration of it and hence we here make use of the solutions by

H. Neuber. As well known, his solutions satisfy the eonditions of com-

patibility, though he did not in particular endeavour to get the solu-

tions to su'Mee these conditions. His solutions are, in £aet, exeellent
and eompact and hence usable but the determination of Neuber's a'
harmonic funetions is not so easy as is ostensibly expected. Yet in

this case we can determine them correspondingly readily. The con-
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ti'nuation process between Love's and Neuber's particular solutions is

carried out with the particular solutions o. obtained by both me'thods.

The correspondenee er continuation between the two kinds o£ solutions
for the plane or generalized plane stress has been briefly described in

Sec. II. The uniqueness of the di harmonie functions thus obtained by

this proeess proposed by H. Neuber will be guaranteed by the unique-
ness of the solutions in the theory of elastieity. Then we shall indicate

the continuation process regarding particular solutions.

    We may write the stress solutions of H. Neuber in the cylindrical

coordinates as follows:

the normal stresses are

       o, = ioOr!fil+ 2a(eose aoofrii +sine e.-.ge: )+(1 ---S-)v2F, ･･ (7,la)

       o, := --- (-l.1- :gSf--- ili, -/`iF/, )+2a("-tr-ne Se¢ti{ + COTSe -Oe-¢ez!L)

           +(].-g)cr2FT, .,.･･･ ････(7.lb)

and

       d.=---aa'zl, +2aas:`+(1--S)F!P", ･ (7.le)

       17i!F(r,e,z), a=r.2(1-"), F==¢,+rcose-cbb,+rsine･¢',i+zpt',"

                          ..".. ..,.......,,.......H..... ."......･. (7.ld)

and ca'sareharmonicfunctions.

                    ..Lt/:.,+-l,- a +.l," L.o.nv,+ o. .

We

The

             (72 sr- Tor r" ae- az")

have the relation as is easily shown

   v2F = 2 ( Dedixs + -Qadzia + Oaop,') =2 ((cos e -o?r -- -S-lr!i a

      +(sine5Sr+COrSO-EOIe-)(l'2+oazQP3]･ ''''

shearing stresses are

   rro = ndarO (ln 'SoFe )+at (- sin0 eeopri+ COrSe 9D¢ei

      +coseaopLi + sine aa},)>, ............,.........

             or T oel

--

8-7-) ¢i

+

(7, le)

...･-･-･i･･ (7,2a)
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       Trz = - -8rL'IIIIz +a (cose :'li:D¢;/ +sin e -ill'//･':-+ -eof:s ) ･･- ･-･･･-･･ (7. 2b)

                                      '         '
       r'e.in=.-oae""af,7'+q(-sineOoCi,"+eose-tt-tSgi'+}-t-o¢tt'-). ･i(7.2c)

    In the first place we shall determine the form of the normal stress

a. produced in the thick plate under the surfaee normal load, loading

function of which is a v-funetion, by the method of Miehell and Love.

It is easily observed that the equation (4.4) remains unchanged, if we

take the cylindrical coordin, ates, and, needless to say, the boundary

eonditions assoeiated with this equation can be used here and there-
fore the function of only z eoordinate contained in the solution for a.

ean be taken. We shall take the cylindrical eoordi-nates (r,0,z) as is

usual. The botmdary conditions for o. aie as follows:

       a.=-rv(r,0) at z=--h, OO"-O a't 2==±h
                                  oz

         :=-:-O at2='inh,
in whieh p is a eonstant and v (T, e) is ,.r.(k, 7') stn m'7, whieh ,ts obviously

a v-function, and .r,,,<k,r) is a Bessel funetion of the first kind, ic and

m being given and taken as constant. The neeessary differential
                                      '     teequatlon ls

       'V'`a.:'=O andtherefore.a.1{@g..-2kcQ'iZ.V..+k"zv,.o,

          - az-                                         a2!

anct hence the solution for o.. may be put

       a. ::= K[a.]v(T,e) , ･･･-･･････+･-t-･･-i･･--･-････-･･････-･--･=･････- (7.3)

where K and. [a.] have the same forms as the formulae (4.9), (4.8).

    I'n order to obtain the form of li' funetion aecording to H. Neuber,

namely the di harmonic functions, it is to be considered that the ex-

pression (7.lc) to be determined should equal the solutio'n (7.3) and

the formulae (7.2b), (7.2e) are to vanish at the upper and lower surface

and further the solution (7.lc) is to satisfy the ehird equation of (3.2a),

the form of which is maintained even when it is represented in the
cylindrical coordinates. Now we separate the expression (7.lc) into two

kinds, one containing on]y solid harmonic funetions and the other only

solid bi-harmonic funetions, and we also treat expression (7.3) in the

same manner.
    First we haVe
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    o..･=.･[-:[g"'L9z-t',-Fa So/'t} +2v((eos e--lil,l-r --S-iTne eOe)a}i+(sine ,BD7, u+-

      +cos.esDe)ca,}]--[Tcosoeg,¢,li+r,i.ej･iiDg17,2+,eiigl.3]. (7.4)

     '
･ And henee, i£ we put the first part o£ this expression equal to the
part of the same 1(ind in (7.3) which contains only solid harmonie func-

tions and do in the same manner for the second soy't ef 6nes, ,though

it is a mere trial, we get two re!ations

       Kv(r,0)(--(ichcosh2ich+sinh2kh)sinhk(z+h)+

         --ichsinhk(z-h)+2kVhi'eoshk(z-h))=---9jf-,.`'--+aeadiz"･+

                                                '
         + 2v((eos ff e-.-- S{"i-e- oag ) w, -l- (sin e-z;tT +--9-9/--e-- oae ) di,),

                          ･･-････････--･････E-････,･･,･L.-･.･..-..･,... (7.5a)

and

                    '       fo(r,e)kz(sinh2khcoshk(z+h)+2kheoshk(z-h)l

                                     '         :=---(reoso-･{s"'-tt.Li.+.si.o.eg#-･+,agg:). .. .. .. (7.sb)

    Having examined any and every possibility to choose the cb harmonic

functions wbich are to be inferred from these relations, we may assume

dii and tu, to be zero and have £or a', and ¢, through integrati.on from
(7 ,5b)

                                                 '       o:',, !: rfkK v(T,0)[sinh 2kh cosh k(z+h)+2kh cosh k (z---h)], (7.6a)

                                                         'andfrom(7.5a)and(7.6a) ' '
                                             tt       ip,} =L' -k4,-v (r,e)[-Ikh eosh 2kh+(1 -- a)sinh 2kh} sinh k(z+h)+

          + (2a--1) kh sinh k (z-h) +2kL'hL' cosh k (z-h)1 . ･･a･t･･･････ (7.6b)

                                              .-
    Whence we may wri'te for the three diinensioRal stress function

Iii(Iiii!ii,Ri(T,e,z)) '
       ,I7'=r-ca,+zdi,,='M'reK---v(r,e)[-il;-[-(khcosh2ich--(1-a)sinh2kh)×

         xsinhk(z{-h)+(2at--1)khsinhk(z--h)+2kL'h2coshk(z-h)]+
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         +zIsiph2kh,eoshk(z+h)+2khcoshk(z--h)l],c･･･････-(7.7a)

                                                   '
where

       Qli,=6e),,=:O. ･･t･･-･･-･i･･･-･-ny･･nyb-･-...･･････,..,...･-.･,,....(7.7b)

    It will be easily comfirmed that the fiormula (7.lc) with the ex-

pressions (7.7), (7.6a) thus obtained yields the expression in the right

hand side of (7.3). Now we may have for the shear stresses r.., z'e,

from (7.2b) and (7.2c)

       T･,･x := - rr/',''?1'i',L+a aoca.3 == tk- a"iDT,' e) [kzIsinh 2kh sinh k(zH- h)+

          +2ich]sinhic(z-h)]-kheosh2khcoshk(z+h)-l-ichcoshk(z--Pb>+

          +2le2hL'sinhk(z--h)], ･-･･････-･･t･････t･-･････････････････`･(7,8a)

and
                                                           /       To2 = 'tt'tt(b"'sR'-,' -s'a -li Oo/"'L = if･-.1- O" (o'o' 0) [kz Isinh 2kh sinh k(z -l- h)+

          + 2kh sinh le (z-h)] -kh cosh 2kh cosh ic (z+h)+

          + kh cosh le (z-h) +2k?h2 sinh k(z-h)]. ･･･････････-･-･ (7.8b)

   The boundary eonditions for T,,., Te. are

       T.o :=: T,.. :::: O at Z ==: ±h ･･-+････-T････-･･････d･-･-･･.･.... (7.9)

and the funetion of only z given in the square braeket of (7.8) is easily

 seen to be the derivative of [a.] in (7.3) divided by k with respect to

z and consequently owing to the condition imposed on the fonnula (7,3)

evidently satisfy the eonditions (7.9).

   By (7.la) o. is

                                         '       d,,=(2---q)-{l,l:--E- /2,Il.I,-== -rm2k'Kv(r,e)L+ iiil ei-IZ'e(,T;fi)M, ('7.Ioa)

and by (7.lb) a, is

            o2.p'r Dg.pi       aa =' 'ar?. + -ls2,li'ra iSa¢z'±i.=" '='-Z'ic'-V-K--- ?l (r ,O)L A- -i---K( /L'TV.--- kev) M,

                           ,..,........,..............,･･..･･･-･･････ (7,10b)

in which
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       L = k sinh 2kh sinh k(z+ h> + 2icL'h sinh ic (z-h),

       M = z [sinh 2kh cosh ic (z + h)+ 2kh cosh k (z'- h)] +

                                                     (7.10c)
       + -1;- (--(kh eosh 2kh +(1--- a)sinh 2kh)sinh k(z+ h) -l-

        +(2a-1)khpinhk(z--h),±2k".h2coshk(z--h)].

    Hence we find the expression for e, adding the formulae (7.3),

(7.lea) and (7.10b),

                               ./       e = a,･ + ae + a. = -2(1 -l- p) 1ft) (r, 0) [sinh 2ich sinh ic (z + h)

         +2khsinhk(z---h)]=--2(.1-vv)-:;-v(r,e)L. ･-l･･････(7.Il)

This formula is equal to (4.11) with re,cr.ard to the £orm and therefore
the third equation of (3.2a) w.ill be see'n to be satisfied by the fomnulae

(7.3) and (7.11). Thus a mere trial has been shown to be suecessful,

that is, the appropriate seleetion o£ Neuber's ip functions has been rnade.

   From (7.2a) we obtain the solution for T,,e

    Tv･fi = ill8 (-i:-･bO,)i?'- l; -gl,-("- g",)M. (viiv(r,e) (7.i2).

                     t tt                                  t/in which M was explai'ned in (7.10c). '
    In general the determination of the a' funetions of H. Neuber in

the three-dimensional problem cannot be easily treated but fortunately

in this case we could obtain these functions under the idea basie in the

method of Love for solving the thiek plate problem,, As mentioned
above, the results thus obtained satisfy the equations of equilibrium

and of compatibility'by the property of Neube]r's solutions and also the

boundary conditions for o., r.., and re. and in this way all the necessary

equations and condit.ions to determine particular selutions are satisfied.

    Then the displaeemen'ts u,v, w are given by means of Neuber's
                                       /solutionsinthefollowingforms: '
    u= 2//-(riaO,F+2a(caicose+a'o-sine)] == LE: Lls-ge =:-:- 21" -K-k -aaT' M,

                           ...,..,.....,t･･.････････････-･･･････････a (7.13a)

    v =-: ig (----l- -Oo- S-i ri"2at("'cai'sine-T¢':･. cbs e)) = -2tx," umKk -' '}" Z'eV M,

                           --･･---･･-･･･-･--････････-････････････････ (7,l3b)
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       w --- i (-:r-i-]illi + 2aat,) = iig v(T,o) {zL---(kh ,osh 2kh +

         +a･sinh2ich)cosh'le(z+h)+(1--2a)kheoshk(z-h)+

          + 2k2hL sinh ic(z-h)]. ･･･････t･-･･････-･-･･････････b･t･････-････ (7,13c)

    In a later report we shall have an oecasion to solve the problems
eonsidering the complementary solutions pertaining to plane stress and

generalized plane stress and the･boundary conditions, using the results

obtained above.

    Next we shall describe briefly the derivation of the particu]ar
solutions for an elliptic plate under the surface nonnal load. As usual

we take the elliptie cylinder eoordinates (at,B,z) such that the origin

lies at the middle point of the plate and the major axis of the ellipse

is the x axis, the x and y axes being on the middile plane of the plate.

The relation between the two coordinate systems (a,B,z), (x,y,z) is

       x=ceoshacosP, }

       y=esinhasinB, t ･･±･-･････････J･･･････-･･･････････････････(7.14)

in whieh 2c i.s the inter£oeal d'istanee of the ellipse. We let the para-
metric curve whieh describes the elliptical boundary be 'a=bl (::= const).

Then, if we take sueh regions as or->=.at>O and n>..P>-rr, the one-to-one

eorrespondence between each point in the rectangular eoordinates (x,
y,z), and elliptic cylinder eoordinates (a,B,z) will be established. Ae-

eording to H. Neuber, when expressed in the orthogonal eurvilinear
eoordinates (a,f3, r), the s'tresses are of the types: i ･
       '      '     ffa == - g.2e.' + Zf. (Z"." g.X + g:"" g.Y + g".'" gZ.)+(i-S')dp',

                                           '           /t                           .............･･.･･･････････i-････ny･･････J･ (7,15a)

     TaB -= s'i--{-i:---E-+-h,si,(e,cati g: + g9,j g: +-g4tii･ -gi;+gf2 g,z

          -'.Osca,at" aS/iH'M'//::'L oaZ.)' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''-' (7･15b)

in which

        a//z = 'lil:m, ''se-. (Li'-.-L£a")+-h.ih2, -e,'i-Bb" 'tt'B"+7,l'h.-,).-[lel-.t` ='87J ,

      , ･･--･-T-･-･-J-+---･-･-･-･-･i (7.16a)
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       a' =: 2 (1-p),

       sna/"`nB=Lh'IB o9,g( i. o9a)m-h.lh2,'rmOelilf'L a9? ==s.,O'gn,, (7'16b)

       h･:, :=.=.. (..g-,: )L' --- (-z/-.)L' +(g: )i', hx -(..//z.m)2 i- (-g-z..)L' +(gz )g,

                           ......,.....,......,.,,.........,..,..･.-･ (7.16c)

ete,

    Therefore in this case we have

       t-tL' ==-7 h?, = h:i == -2i'- (cosh 2fat--cos 23), h}' = 1, ････;i･-････ (7.17a)

       V!i :=-=- --!,;i,,( ,92,, +･,Si" ,)･ r7'i + -se-I-l, =: r:]l･-････i･････-･i･･i･-･･･-t･･ (7. 17b)

       a. .:: J:-o.t.zll"l)"-{--2･cr.I/lz).:,}. -t- (1- ai-) Fui7i.-･-･･ -･･i･･T-･T･-･--･i･-･･ (7.17e)

       (v2F = 2 aa¢i3').

    Now if a given loadiiig funetion frf;](･at,B) is such that it can be ex-

panded in a series o£ the type
       1-;i(a)ti?) = #tb :ISt] P7itnCem(aJqonn) Ceoib (3! qvnn)

              + :: Qm,iCeve(a,q;nn) Sent (B, q;nn)

              +:ill]:ii:R7,enSem(ayq-..)c.,.(R,a..) ''''''''J'''(7.18)

                7ib et
              + lllii]b lllt] TmnSem(ctt q-liwt) seetb (i9J qM;nn) s )

where tke funetions c,.,, s,., are Mathieu £unetions o£ the m-th order,
and the funetions C,., S,., are modified Mathieu funetions, then we can

get the partieular solutions for the elliptic thiek plate under the general

load, whose loading function is Z-' (a,B), when we determine the solutions

for eaeh single term of the series (7.18), whieh is a v-function, in the

same manner as explained before.
   And here we shall seek the particular solutions for the elliptic

plate under the variable load, the loading £unceion of whieh is pv(a,B)=
PmnCem (a,qen,t)Cen,(P,q,nn), fOr example. As is well known, we have the

following relations:

       (7:v (+st,B)-i-･ lbL'v<[ex,f3) =- O , -l?Z'!C,,-"i' -<es-l- 16q.,,cosh2a) C,., = O ,

                             aa' ..
                           ..,....,,,...........,....･･･-･･･...,･--･･ (7. 19)
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                  D                 -e"Cg"b +(a+16q,,., cos 2P) Ce,n = O,

                  eB'

in which

                        cL'icc.,                                     c`-'ke s)
                            , a=A-------- ,                qon7t ::= H
                        32                                      2

               Cem i!I Ce?n(icr,q7n7i) and eene E ee"t(B,q?nn).

    In this case we get the solution for ff., the same form as (7.3),

because we employ the same forms of the boundary eonditions a'nd of
the differential equation for 6,.

       a.. =J: K[o,..]V(,at,P) , 4････････=i=-･･-･=･i･･--･lii･･-･････-･･･-･･･i-･i･b･･ (7. 20)

in which

                   K == puenn/(Sinh'i2kh--r4icL'hi').

As the faet that the equations (7.lc), and (7,17c) are o£ the same forms

is suggestive of the applicability o£ the equations (7.6), we shall tal<e
their forms also in this ease and examine their legitimaey,

    From (7,15a) and (7.15b) we have for the forms of o., aB

       ac` = rm(-£- ';?.Q,rm.-("i-" aa,)+ C2SSih',2B il Ii'(ct,B,z)+(1-nv'/t'-) crL'F,

                           ...,..,･,･････-･T-･･-･･-･････-ny･･･････････ (7.21a)

       oB :-7 -(-li-- e9? (-li- 8B-)+C?Si2nl?, 2a /,-.-) p'(a,p,z)+(i--.cr2') cr2i],

                           (P'ifii,l7'(a,B,z)) i･-i･･･b･-････････(7.21b)

and for r,`nd TB.,

       ....., ::ll 0e pi+2(1.-v) a¢'3 , ,,....,,....,..,.,.,.....,. (7,22a)

             h                         h ejat                azoa
       .,.=-.,l. aUm,F,+2-(1.=.:.!L)Oaj･tL. ..........,.,..,........,..(7.22b)

                             oB             nazDi? n
   Henee we obtain e, adding the formulae (7.21a), (7,21b)and (7.20),

       e::=a,,+ffH+a.=--2(1+v)K{sinh2khsinhk(z+h)+

         +2ibhsinhk(z-h)}v([at,B). ･･････････-･････-･`-･･ny･･-･･･････ (7,23)

We can find the expresslon of the above £orm for e in Sec. IV and so
i't is readily understood that the normal stresses obtained by the above

continuatjon-p]rocess satisfy the third equation of (3,2a), In addition,
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by eomparison between Eqs, (7.8), (7.22) i't is easily shown that

       T,,. = -i-li ･Z.- e-"g".'E> --Z--- a,[,O"] , ･J･･･-･･-･･･;･･+････-･-･-･･･-- (7.24a)

       T,. L- -:･I;--- Z--OVgaiE-) Z..aga,.f,]-, ････t･ny････-･1････････-･･.L･･. (7.24b)

where [o-.] was explained in (7,20), (4.8) and so the boundary conditions

con.cerning these shear stresses are satisfied.

   And hereon we would poiBt out that the solutions indicated in See.
IV ean also be obtained by the method of Neuber using the eontinuat]ion-

proeess explained above in this section. indeed, it is in a certain degree

tiresome to follow the method o£ Miehell and Love and it will be con-
venient, if we eould use the method of H. Neuber as much as possible.

At any yate the above fact which we pointed out will assure us that

this continuation-process is eorrespondingly reliable. The faet that in

a good approximation of Miehell and Love in the thiclc plate problem

the expressions for the a' harmonic tunetions in (7.6) and (7.7b) ean be

used in general, namely when it is necessary to take general orthogonal

eylinder coordinates, will be easily inferred.

    In this case, noticing the relation h,, ::=hk, this remark may be

confirmed in the same manner as in the case o£ elliptie plate and so
the verification coneerned sha!1 be omitted hei ein. In this way, if 'the

boundary of the p]ate in question is deseribed by a papametjric curve
expscessed in the orthogonal cylindey eoordinates properly taken, a treat-

ment of this thick plate problem may be said to be theoretieally £easible,
once some other mathematieal diMculties are surmounted.
    We shall continue to state a Iittle more regarding the elliptic plate.

According to H. Neuber the form of displacement is of the fellowing
type :,

       u=-uic-]2Alh.(-r-!l£gl+2a'(¢ig,X,+ai.･-g,i.Y-+di,-,Oi:-)), (72s)

in which fi is shear modulus.

    Hence we have for displaeexnents u=u,,,v=us, zv='u.,

       u = -2:･h.- (Z-oO--i.7--]), v =,- --2:n (-Oa£"), zv =･-Eel,-(-OsPz"+ 2a'a',,),

                          '
             . ..,,."...,".".".,･･-･.----･-･-･･ (7.26)

in which F(a,B,z) is by <7.6)i (7,7c)
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     Ii'(a,P,z) .r Ii' = -k5v (a,B)[-- (kh cosh 2kh+(1-a') sinh 2kh) ×

      ×sin.hk(z+h)-t-(2a'-1)khsinhk(z--h)+2k'ihL'eoshic(z-h)+

       +kz[sinh2khcoshic(z+h)+2icheoshk(z--h)l11=W,+z¢',,, <7.27)

and from (7.15b)

    iaBJ=i mon9,2{'lliliE = -[ i,eaOgp--itrt,(sm2i? ..aa +sinh 2a?B-)l P'. (7,2s)

    Next some remarks shall be offered £or the ease of tangential sur-

£ace load coneerned with the eontinuation-proeess. The present author
has attempted in valn to apply the continuation process also in this

case, It will be apparent that the results deseribed in Sec. V cannot･

be obtained by the method of H. Neuber through this eontinuation
proeess utilizing the a' harmonic funetitons to be determined in a similar

manner to that deseribed when we obtained the expressions in (7.6),
This is true since the shearing stress sol"tions (5.9) have the second

terms, o£ which 'the expressions (4.13) are void. F'urthermore we can
deeompose a solid harmonic function of the forms xtu, W`, za', TV', where

re == x'! + y2 "-z:! and ¢` is a harmonic function, into harmonic and bi-harmoi)ic

£unctions to som. e extent arbitrarily. Therefore we shall be obliged
to obtain the required solutions by the transformation of the z'eetangular

coodinates (x,y,z) to the desired cylinder coordinates from the solutions

in Sec. V, if we want in this case such results as in that of normal

surface load as described above.

                       9VIIL Conclusion.

    The author has the intention to describe the ways to satjsfy all

the boundary conditions i.e,, how to solve the p.roblem pz'efeetly, con-

sidering both the eomplementary and particular solutions, in a later

r. eport. In the present paper particular solutions were obtained for
the thick plate under the variable load by the use of the method of
Michell and Love and, when some mathematical difliculties occured, by

the aid of the meehod of H. Neuber. TShe above obtained solutions
are accurate in the approxi'mation of Miehell and Love. At some future

time the author proposes to deseribe the solutions with a higher degree

of accuracy, In order to investigate the thick plate problem in this

respeet it is necessary to remove the restriction imposed on the de-
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rivative of normal stress component o. with respect z. As a matter
of course, in this higher degree of accuracy we shall be unable to get

plane stress and generalized stress solutions, since these two kinds of

solutions may be said to be begotten in some approximation, The

results in Sec. IV will be suggestive o£ the direct extension of the
solutions by Navier. At any rate the author believes that the results
obtained in this paper may be of some significance in investigating the

thick plate problem, though it is to his regret that he could not give

the complete and pertinent deseription.
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